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This report describes work done under a program to evaluate
the use of pressure differentials in a flight control system.
The first part of the program consists of a study to determine
the pressure profile around the test surface. This study was
performed using two techniques:
1) Windtunnel Data (Actual)
'2) NASA/Langley Single Element Airfoil Computer
Program (Theoretical).
The system designed to evaluate the concept of using pressure
differentials is composed of a sensor drive and power amplifiers,
actuator, position potentiometer, and a control surface.
The second part of this program consists of determining the
characteristics (both desired and actual) of the system and each
individual. component. This report, however, terminates with the
desired characteristics of the system as a whole. The actual
frequency response of the system could not be obtained due to
the use of an inappropriate sensor.
This report describes the flight control system developed,
the testing procedures and data reduction methods used, and
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q Dynamic pressure lbs, ft-2
a Angle of attack deg
8 Euler pitch angle deg
a 
Elevator angle deg
wn Undamped natural frequency of Hz
sp the short period mode
wn Undamped natural frequency of
.	 p the dutch roll mode
AP Change in pressure between lower lbs, ft-2
and upper surface
Acronyms
DAS	 Data Acquisition System
AFCS	 Automatic Flight Control System
SEAP
	 Single Element Airfoil Program
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The purpose of this study is to provide information leading to
determining the feasibility of using a differential pressure feedback
signal in an airplane's flight control system.
1.2 BACKGROUND
In nearly all airplanes equipped with automatic flight controls
(AFC), the control surfaces are positioned via a feedback loop with
a feedback gain proportional to control surface position. Since in
many instances control surface position is linearly related to the
differential pressure created by a control surface deflection, this
type of feedback works well.
However, in many systems, it is found necessary to schedule
the feedback gain as a function of flight attitude, Mach number,
dynamic pressure, or a combination thereof. (At this point in time,
Mach number is not included.)
Since the purpose of any control motion is to create a certain
pressure differential, it is logical to consider a system whereby
control surface motion is signalled by a gain directly proportional
to the pressure differential. The differential itself would then
have to be sensed by a suitable pressure sensor.
This method of control surface signalling may simplify control
law requirements. It may also allow for the direct control of
airplane attitude relative to the total velocity vector of an
1
airplane. This is because such attitudes arr themselves proportional
to pressure differentials across lifting surfaces (Reference 1).
1.3 KMODOLOGY
This study was performed using the following three phases:
1) Pressure profile study
2) Sensor calibration
3) Frequency response and transfer function
determination.
The pressure profile study is used to determine the range and
characteristics of the test surface. The sensor calibration phase
is needed to obtain the sensor's physical characteristics. (The
actual work of this study terminated at :his phase.) A theoretical
frequency response analysis has been conducted; but at the time of
this report, the physical testing of this phase has not begun, due
to the results of Phase II.
2
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 OVERALL SYSTEM THEORY
The flight control system which was designed to test the use
of a differential pressure sensor is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The block diagram is a pitch attitude hold system with the differential
pressure feedback for the d
	 loop. The flow diagram of the inner
ECOMM.
loot is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
2.2 CJMPONENT BUAI070WN
The components used in the testing are listed in the flow
diagram of Figure 2.2 and can be found in the appropriate drawings
according to Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Guide to Delta F Drawings
Drawing No.(s) Component
DP-0105 Sensor
DP-0204 Sensor Circuit Schematic
DP-0204 Sensor Wiring Diagram and Layout
DP-0301 Signal Conditioner (Control Box)
DP-0204 Signal Conditioner Schematic
DP-0204 Signal Conditioner Wiring Diagram and
Layout
DP-0301 Drive Amplifier
DP-0301 DP-0203 Power Amplifier
DP-0203 Power Amplifier Schematic
DP-0101 Actuator (Assembly View)
DP-0101 Position Potentiometer (Assembly View)
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Figure 2.3 Differential'Prespure Sensor
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2.2.1 SENSOR
The sensor used in this study was designed by Jim Black,
f
NASA DFRC Engineer. The sensor uses three thermistors to measure
the differential pressure between the two ports. Figure 2.3 illustrates
the sensor's components. The circuit diagram for the sensor is found }
in Figure 2.4.
The sensor, designed to be used in a wing-leveler autopilot
system, operates by keeping the middle thermistor at a constant
temperature. As the air flows past the front thermistor (a flow
due to differential pressure), it is cooled. After passing the
middle thermistor, the air is heated, thus causing the rear
thermistor to be at a different temperature. This temperature
difference results in a voltage difference within the sensor
circuit. This difference, again, is the result of a pressure
differential.
2.2.2 SIGNAL CONDITIGNER
The signal conditioner in the flow diagram performs the
following tasks:
1; Reads the differential pressure signal from
the sensor-circuit combination
2) Nonitors the position of the control surface.
The signal conditioner uses the signal from the position potenti-
ometer to prevent a hardover condition.
The circuit diagram for the signal conditioner is given in
Figure 2.5. The signal conditioner (designed by Dr. D. G. Daugherty,
6






















Figure 2.4 Sensor Circuit Schematic
























KU Electrical Engineering Professor) was also designed to aid the
frequency response testing of Phase III. To do this, test points
and input terminals were included; their functions are listed in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Signal Conditioner Test Points and Input Terminals
Circuit Point No. Symbol Function
1 +P (OUT) Differential Pressure Output
Signal
2 -Pc (IN) Frequency Response Signal
Input
3 Pc-P - e Error Signal
4 Comp. Compensating Circuit Signal
(if Required)
5 P.C. Position Command Signal-




The drive amplifier used in this study is from the NASA M99
separate Surface Stability Augmentation (SSSA) Project. The
schematic of the drive amplifier may be found in Figure 2.6.
The drive amplifier uses standard op-amp uethods for developing
opposite phase drive signals required by the power amplifier.
Discrete transistors connected as complemen tary emitter-followers
provide the necessary drive current for the power amplifier inputs.








Figure 2.6 Drive Amplifier Schematic (Reference 2)
i,	 9
these emitter-followers as protection against mishaps during
circuit testing. In normal circuit operation their function is
inconsequential (Reference 2).
The drive amplifier receives the V IN signal from the signal
conditioner, while also monitoring the position of the surface
through the 
VXS terminal. The output then goes to the power
amplifier.
2.2.4 POWER AMPLIFIER
The power amplifier used in this study is also from the SSSA
project. The schematic of the power amplifier is given in Figure 2.7.
The power amplifier is a Class-B push-pull bridge configuration.
This configuration was used in order to attain actuator voltages
approaching t28 volts (56 volts, peak-to-peak). Diodes are included
for protecting the power transistors against inductive spikes from
the actuator (Reference 2).






The A and B FDBK signals are transmitted directly to the actuator.
It is these signals which drive the actuator. The A and B IN
signals originate at the drive amplifier. The A and B IN signals
are connected to the drive amplifiers A and B OUT terminals, respectively.
10
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The actuator used in this study is the McDonnell Douglas
"Solactor," Model 6023 A, also used in the SSSA project. The
properties of the actuator are given in Figure 2.8.
2.2.6 POSITION POTENTIOMETER
The position potentiometer (L.V.D.T.) used in this study has
the following characteristics:
1) Type: III
2) Resistance: 2K n * 10%
3) Range: 3" linear: 1%
2.2.7 SURFACE AND MOUNTING HARDWARE
The test surface used in this study is the Beech, Motel 60
(DUKE), elevator-trim tab assembly. The surface was obtained through
the Aerospace Engineering Department at the University of Kansas.
The surface and mounting hardware are illustrated in Figures 2.9
and 2.10. Also included in these figures are the actuator and
L.V.D.T. Table 2.3 gives a listing of the detailed drawings of
the surface and mounting hardware which are available through the










Figure 2.9 Test Surface and Mounting Hardware
Table 2.3 Delta P Surface and Hardware Drawings
Drawing No. Item





DP-0103 Aft Actuator Mount




1	 3. PHASE I: PRESSURE PROFILE STUDY
.31l  PURPOSE
-	 3.1.1 BASELINE DATA ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Because of the uniqueness of the airfoil used, a pressure
prc.File study is necessary to obtain baseline data on the pressure
distribution at specific angles of attack and flap deflections.
The data obtained during this study are used against the theoretical
analysis of Section 6.1. If the pressure distribution can be
predicted, then a windtunnel pressure profile study can be eliminated.
3.1.2 SENSOR LOCATION
The major objective of the pressure profile study is to
determine the location of the differential pressure sensor.
The control system illustrated in Figure 2.2 is designed
primarily for flap deflection sensitivity; however, provisions
have been made in the signal conditioner control box for angle
1	 of attack sensitivity. The selection can be made through a switch
mounted on the control box.
The locations of the sensors are determined using the results
of the data reduction. These results are best summarized using
the graphs found in the d.:fa presentation of this report. These









The criteria for selection are as follows:
Sensor No. 1: a) Sensitivity to angle of attack
b) Least sensitivity to flap deflection
c) Consistent lin^srity
Sensor No. 2: a) Least sensitivity to angle of attack
b) Sensitivity to flap deflection
c) Consistent linearity
With sensors at these two locations, both angle of attack and flap
deflection can be sensed separately and accurately within the range
of linear aerodynamics.
3.1.3 -SENSOR RANGE
Results from the pressure profile study are also used to
determine the range of pressure required to be sensed by the sensor.
It is this characteristic which the sensor does not have.
3.2 FACILITIIES AND HARDWARE
3.2.1 WINDTUNNEL
All testing of the surface was performed at the University
of Kansas Aerospace Engineering Department's 3' x 4' subsonic
windtunnel. Facilities include a 60 tube manometer, 26 of which
were used for this study. The manometer may be seen in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.2 views the test surface before a run.
1 6
Figure 3.1 `znometer Board
3.2.2 TEST SURFACE
Provisions were made on the test surface of Figure 3.2 to
measure the pressure profile at 13 different locations, on each side
of the surface. All static ports were connected to the manometer
board using 1/16" I.D. pressure tubing. All connections were made
airtight using a polyurethane spray lacquer.
3.3 TEST SET-UP
The test set-up consisted of installing the surface in the
windtunnel, and connecting the pressure lines to the appropriate
connectors on the manometer board. Each pressure line was tested
for blockages and leaks. When all lines were determined to be clear
and airtight, the testing began. The manometer board was tilted
at a 30° angle to match the inclination of the tunnel pitot-static
manometer; this simplifies the data reduction.
A atatic pressure port was installed in the tunnel test section.
The port was used for a reference static pressure on the manometer
board. Corrections due to position are outlined in Subsection 3.5.1.
3.4 PROCEDURES
The procedures for the pressure profile testing followed the
items of Table 3.1. A total of nine runs were performed. Each
run consisted of the following steps:
1) Setting flap at desired deflection
2) Setting tunnel at desired dynamic pressure
18
P'
3) Obtaining equilibrium condition in manometer
board tubes
4) Setting surface at minimum angle of attack (-8°)
5) Reading manometer board pressure tubes
6) Repeating Steps (3) and (5) for angles of attack
-8' to +8° by increments of 2.
Table 3.1 Pressure Profile Run Log













Note: All testing was performed for a tunnel dynamic
pressure of 25.6 psf.
3.5 DATA PROCESSING
3.5.1 DATA CORRECTIQNS
The raw data obtained from the Phase I testing includes:
19
r--_
1) Static pressure at the 25 locations along the
test surface (Ps)
2) Static pressure in the test section (P..)
3) Dynamic pressure at the test section (q)
These values, in centimeters of alcohol, are read from the manometer
board, inclined to 30%
 Before the data can be reduced, two corrections
must be made. First, the dynamic pressure must also be corrected for
tunnel blockage. The procedure of Pope (Reference 3) is followed.
Second, the test section static pressure port (see Figure 3.3), being
located forward of the test surface leading edge, reads slightly
high due to the increase in dynamic pressure over the surface from
tunnel blockage. The incompressible Bernoulli equation is used to
calculate the true reference static pressure from the change in
dynamic pressure due to blockage.
The corrections are detailed in Part II of this report, which
contains all the data obtained from the pressure profile study.
Included in Part II are sample calculations, computer program
listings, and presentations (tabular and graphical) of the data.
3.5.2 DATA REDUCTION
Since the inclination of the manometer board (used to measure
the test surface ' s static pressure) is identical to the dynamic













where the pressures have been corrected as per Subsection 7.5.1.
Since differential pressure is the quantity to be investigated,
the difference between the lower and upper coefficients is calculated.
However, the lower and upper pressure tap locations are not the
same. Therefore, the lr : .wer surface pressure coefficients are
linearly interpolated ' :o the upper surface tap locations.
It is desired to find the chordwise locations that satisfy
the criteria specified in Subsection 3.1.2. Toward this end,
j,	 the change in pressure coefficient, C
	 - C
	 , is plotted
PLOWER	 pUPPER
against flap deflection and angle of attack for each of the 13
chordwise tap locations. (These graphs are located in A ppendix A
and in Part II.) This facilitates inspection and interpretation
of the data. A numerical regression of the data is performed to
quantify the slopes of these graphs. This augments the interpretation
of the figures and is used in the theoretical analysis of Section 6.2.
3.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the figures of Appendix A, tap number (13) (x/c - .766)
has the best combination of linear sensitivity to flap deflection,
and insensitivity to angle of attack. One pressure sensor, located
here, can sense flap position with little error to angle of attack.
The location of tap number (1) is best for angle of attack sensitivity,
but is not used for the purpose of this study.
The required range of the sensor is best put in terms of
pressure coefficient:
-1.2 < AC < 1.2	 (3.2)
_ p ^.
21
This is the nondimensional diffe-ential pressure occurring at
the largest angle of attack and flap deflection tested. At a
dynamic pressure of q - 25 psf, the required range is:
-30 < AP < +30 psf	 (3.3)
If this study is to be repeated, it is recommended that a
more common airfoil, with a known, experimental pressure distribution
be used. For example, a NACA 0012 would be a good choice because
of its wide use in horizontal tails.
22
4. PHASE II: SENSOR CALIBRATION
4.1 PURPOSE
The sensor calibration process is performed to determine the
relationship between the differential pressure acting on the sensor,
and its output. From this process the drive amplifier's gain value
is determined.
y.
4.2 FACILITIES AND HARDWARE
4.2.1 FACILITIES
The calibration tests were performed using the windtunnel
facilities previously mentioned in Section 3.2. Also included
in the facilities is the Hewlett Packard (HP) 2012 Data Acquisition
System (DAS), HP9825 micro-minicomputer, and the HP9872 X-Y plotter,
all shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. A schematic of the entire data
acquisition system is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
4.2.2 HARDWARE
The hardware and components used for the calibration tests
included:
1) Differential pressure sensor
2) Sensor calibration mount
3) Signal conditioner
The calibration mount is shown in Figure 4.4. The ur?v^ .Ot provides
a pitot-static pressure differential across the sen-,or which is
23
Figure 4.1 2012 Data Acquisition Sv^tem





HP-2012 Data Acquisition System









Figure 4.4 Pressure Sensor Calibration Mount
Output to D.A.J.
Differential Pressure Sensor
calibrated against the tunnel manometer. The apparatus utilizes
a "u" shaped windtuunel mount to secure it in the tunnel.
4.3 TEST SET-UP
The schematic of Figure 4.5 illustrates the uses of the
components for the calibration process. The set-up consists of
sftcuring the sensor on the calibration mount and checking the side-
slip angle (8) of the plate so the flow becomes just attached.
Channels 12 and 13 of the DAS are then zeroed. This is done
using the SK 0 potentiometer of Figure 2.4. In effect, this is
causing the output of the fore and aft thermistors to equal,
negatively. Once initialized, the calibration process can begin.
4.4 PROCEDURES
The calibration procedures follow the computer listing of
Appendix B on Page 81. . Once initialized, the computer asks for
the tunnel dynamic pressure, which is the differential pressure
of the sensor. As the desired tunnel dynamic pressure is attained,
the DAS takes 10 sampled values and obtains the average. This
average is then used in the output and for plotting purposes.
Table 4.1 gives the output of a typical calibration run. The
output is then plotted in Figure 4.6. As indicated in the output.
the tunnel dynamic pressure range is from 0 to 35 cm of alcohol,




Figure 4.6 Sensor Calibration
Curve
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4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the calibration tests indicate that for this




It was found that the sensor produced a linear output only
up to approximately 2 psf. In addition, the sensor became completely
maturated at values up to 13 psf. As outlined in Section 3.6. the
required linear range of the sensor is t30 psf.
A pressure sensor can usually be mathematically modelled by
a pure lag. Although specific dynamic response tests were not
performed, it was observed that approximately 10 seconds was
29
required for the sensor output to return to zero after a pressure
differential was removed. This type of response is unacceptable
in a feedback control system.
4.6 MODIFICATIONS AND SUBSEQUENT RESULTS
Various methods were tried to obtain different sensor character-
istics. The following methods were suggested by Jim Black, designer
of the sensor:
1) Change sensor port diameter
2) Change amplifier gain.
4.6.1 SENSOR PORT DIAMETER
The sensor port diameter was changed from the original diameter
of .025" to a diameter of .0135". This was done by plugging both
ports on the calibration mount with epoxy. The epoxy was ther
drilled out to a .0135" diameter (i80 drill).
The calibration process was then repeated. It was found that
while the sensor range was slightly increased, the dynamic response
characterictics were degraded.
4.6.2 AMPLIFIER CAIN
The amplifier (sensor) was altered by changing the resistance
of the input resistor to the amplifier of Figure 2.4. The amplifier
gain was changed co values of .01, .10, and .50. Again, the








The sensor circuit of Figu ,e 2.4 defin4Q the input voltage
to the amplifier as +22 volts d.c. The amplifier voltage used
in the tenting was set at 15 volts d.c. Lu , tc {f any difference
would result, the voltage was increased to 18 volts d.c. (the limit
voltage for the LM 324N OP AMP). This tended to increase the
saturation p.:Jnt, but still not to the required value. The linear
range appeared to 'ie unchanged.
4.6.4 MIDDLE THERMISTOR
A sensor thermistor profile was conducted to determine how
the voltage, current, and resistance of each thermistor in the
sensor was changing as the pressure differential increased.
It was concluded that the middle thermistor was not able to
increase its power output after a relatively low pressure was
applied to the sensor. Four (4) different thermistors replaced
the middle thermistor to check this theory. Using values of 5K,
10K, 50K, and 100K 0, the power output of the middle thermistor
was increased. The results were encouraging but still saturated
out before maximum estimated pressure differential occurred.
4.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The sensor is not suitable for the purpose of this study.
There are two types of pressure sensors available today that meet
the needs of the project.
f
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Conventional diaphragm pressure sensors have the range,
accuracy, and dynamic response required but are relatively expensive.
A Piezoresistive sensor offers the same qualities fo a
reasonable cost. A brief literature search is recommended before
final selection is made.
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5. PHASE III: FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Phase III of this study is designed to determine the transfer
function for the system, actuator, and sensor. The circuit can be
either assumed to be a pure gain, or determined analytically. Once
these transfer functions are known, a closed loop analysis of a
typical feedback control system can be performed, and the stability
determined. A theoretical analysis of a typical control system is
included in Section 6.2.
Phase III is composed of Parts A, B, and C. The objective
of Part A is to obtain standard lift, drag, and pitching moment
coefficients and their variations with a and 6F. The run schedule
for Part A is given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Part A Run Schedtle
Run No. a 6  (degrees) q (psf)











Note: 0 a	 8,-6,-4,-2,0,+2,+4,+6,+8 (degrees)
Part B of Phase III is designed to obtain preliminary data
on system performance at various angles of attack and initial flap








indications are promising.) This is accomplished by applying a
step input to the pressure sensor via the signal conditioner
control box. The run schedule for Part B is given in Table 5.2.
Table 5.-2 ---Part B Run Schedule
Run No. a (deg) AP COMMAND 6F	 (deg)
INITIAL
q (psf)









8 + 4 0
9 + 8 - 10
10 + 8 t 0
Note:0 Acp
 - 0.1,0.3,0.5,1.0 or
AP - 2.5 0 7.5,12.5,25 psf at q - 25psf
The data obtained will be presented as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
to	TIME, t
Figure 5.1	 Response to a Step Input
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Part C will be used to determine the necessary frequency response
characteristics of the system. A total of 18 windtunnel runs will be
used to obtain the data, each containing the following:
APIN (t) - JAPINIcoS►t
OUTPUTS
a 
	 (t) . '6F 	'cos(wt + fl)
OUT	 OUT
tip OUT (t) _ JAPOUT 'cos(wt + ^2)
Sp
	(t) _ 16F 	Icos(wt + 03)
OUT	 OUT
APOLTr,(t) - 1APOOT Icos(wt + 44)
INPUTS
a  (t) - is 	 'coswt
IN	 IN
The reader should note the following:
1) a  inputs directly into the actuator.
2) AP inputs into the control circuit.
3) Frequency range: . 01 < w < 1000 rad/sec.
Tables 5.3 (a) and (b) give the run schedules for this part
of the frequency response testing. The sinusoidal inputs to the
actuator and sensor will he accomplished by connecting a function
generator to the appropriate inputs on the signal conditioner.
A two-channel strip chart recorder will be used to monitor the
outputs of the sensor and L . V.D.T.
The data obtained during this phase of the study would be
presented in the form of a standard bode plot. It will be from
these plots that a transfer function will be derived. These
transfer functions will then be tested against those used in the
theoretical analysis of Section 6.2.
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Table 5.3(a) Frequency Response Test Runs - Position
Run No. a (deg) I a FIN ! 4PIN q (psf)
1 - 80 .. - 25
2 - 6 -
3 - 4 -
4 - 2 -
5 0 -
6 t 2 -
7 +4 -
8 + 6 -
9 +8 -
Table 5.3(b) Frequency Response Test Runs - Pressure





1 - 8 - O2 25
2 - 6 -
3 - 4 -
4. _ 2
5 0 -
6 + 2 -
7 + 4 -
8 + 6 -
9 + 8 -
Note: O2 IGP IN!
 






6.1 THEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
The windtunnel test described in Chapter 3 required significant
amounts of time, manpower, and hardware development. It is desirable
to find a way to bypass the need for this test. If a commonly used
airfoil with the necessary testing already performed (e.g., NACA 4
and 5 digit airfoils) is chosen, then the published results can be
used instead of repeating the test. However, the test surface:
employed for this study incorporated a unique airfoil (see Figure
6.1) with an unknown pressure distribution. Therefore, to avoid
windtunnel testing, numerical methods must be used. The method
used for this study was the NASA/Langley Single Element Airfoil
Program (SEAP), which was stored on the University of Kansas
Honeywell 66/60.
The program requires, as input, the airfoil coordinates listed
in Table 6.1. Mach number and Reynolds number inputs are the same
as in the Phase I testing. Included in the output is a listing of
the pressure coefficients at chordwise stations along the airfoil
(see Appendix B for sample output).
A total of 16 cases were input to the program—four angles of
attack (a - 0, 3, 6, 9°) and four flap deflections (d F - 0, 5, 10, 15°).
It is assumed that symmetry holds with respect to angle of attack
and flap deflections. Flap deflections are input to the program by
altering the airfoil coordinu es aft of the hingeline (see Figure 6.2
and Table 6.2). Due to difficulties with software, results were not
obtained for the case of a - 9% S  - 00.
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~	 °A1	 Figure 6.1 Delta P Airfoil Section
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Table 6.1. Delta P Airfoil Coordinates - Zero Flap Deflection
XU (`XL) ZU (- -ZL) XU (-XL) ZU (- -ZL)
0 0 .323 .060
100023 .032 .350 .077
.0123 .043 .375 .074
.01873 .032 .400 .071
.0230 .057 .425 .06825
.03125 .064 .430 .0655
,0373 .069 .475 .06275
.04373 .073 .S00 .060
.0500 .077 .525 .05723
.03625 .081 .330 .0545
.0625 .083 .575 .03173
.06873 .083 .600 .049
.0750 .087 .625 .04625
.08125 .090 .650 .0433
.0873 .092 .673 .04075
.09373 .093 .700 .038
.100 .094 .725 .035
.1125 .0965 .730 .032
.125 .096 .775 .029
.1373 .100 .800 .026
.150 .099 .823 .02325
.1625 .0985 .858 .0203
.175 .097 .875 .01775
.1875 .096 .900 .015
.200 .095 .925 .01225
.225 .092 .950 .0095
.250 .089 .975 .00675
.275 .086 1.000 .004
.300 .083	
I
Table 6.2 Delta P Airfoil Coordinates - Flap
Deflection - 5, 10, 15 (degrees)
Subatttuts into 'cable 6.1 for .70<RU<1.00
XU (-XL) 4 7 - 
S0
a 
	 - 100 6F + 150 •
..0 ZL ZU ZL Zu ZL
.700 .038 -.040 .038 -.041 .037 -.043
.725 .032 -.039 .0305 -.0425 - -
.750 .027 -.038 .023 -.044 .017 -.030
.775 .022 -.037 .0155 -.0455 - -
.8o0 .017 -.036 .0099 -.04.7 -.003 -.057
.825 .012 -.0355 .0005 -.0485 - -
.850 .007 -.035 -.007 -.050 -.023 -.064
.873 .002 -.034 -.0145 -.051 - -
.900 -.003 -.033 -.022 -.052 -.043 -.071
.925 -.008 -.032 -.0295 -.0535 - -
.950 -.013 -.031 -.037 -.055 -.063 -.078
.973 -.018 -.030 -.0445 -.0565 - -
1.000 -.023 -.029 -.052 .058 -.083 -.083
• For the S F
 . 15' case, it was necessar y to input a
slightly fearer number of coordinates. Since the aft
portion of the surface is essentially flat. this is
considered to wake little, if any. difference.
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The C  values generated are at distributed points (chosen by
the computer) along the airfoil. Consequently, for comparison with
the windtunnel data, the pressure coefficients are interpolated to
j	 the 13 chordwise locations of the test surface. Then the same
data reduction process outlined in Subsection 3.5.2 is performed
on the data. The results are tabulated and plotted in Appendix C.
From Figures C.1 through C.26 it is seen that the general
sensitivity trends follow those of the windtunnel data. However,
contrary to the experimental data, the pressure differential, at
all locations, is sensitive to flap deflection. In addition, the
results are somewhat nonlinear--especially at the five degree flap
deflection case. The maximum C  predicted by the SEAP at x/c • .766
y	 agrees reasonably well with the experimental data, but this is not
the case at the forward tap locations.
There are a few explanations for the discrepancies between the
experimental and theoretical data. First, the large thickness ratio
(t/c) and extreme forward location of the maximum t/e slight not
lend itself to accurate analysis by the SEAP. Second, since the
program is not specifically designed to handle flap deflections,
the method of doing so could lead to errors. Finally, the program
utilizes a two-dimensional analysis technique,while the windtunnel
test is three dimensional.
While the results of the theoretical analysis do not correlate
exactly with the experimental data, they are promising enough to
prompt further study. Analysis of other airfoils, perhaps with
another computer program more suited to the specific needs of
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6.2 CLOSED LOOP DYNAMIC STABILITY ANALYSIS
A study has been performed to see what the closed loop performance
of a system is (or should be) that incorporates differential pressure
command as opposed to elevator position command. In analyzing the
system, the block diagram of Figure 6.3 is used. The system
illustrated is a pitch attitude hold loop which uses pressure as
the feedback quantity in the 6 E	inner loop. As a control
COMMAND
a conventional pitch attitude hold system which incorporates
elevator position command (of Figure 6.4) was also analyzed.
For simplification, the amplifier of the inner loop has been
assumed to be a pure gain, equal to unity:
KAMP
	 1	 (6.1)
The elevator servo is assumed to be a first order lag:
6E(s)10
d	 (s) • s + 10	 (6.2)
EOUT
The break frequency of 10 rad/set is representative of a reasonably
fast, general aviation actuator.
The sensor calibration constant, or position command gain, is
a function of dynamic pressure and is obtained from the numerical
regression of Chapter 10. Part II, of this report:
aAP - K
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Figure 6.4 System Block Diagram (Position Command)
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e
The aerodynamic lag and the sensor lag are combined into
one first order transfer function:
dE (s)
IN	 _	 a	 _	 S	 (6.5)
AP 
OUT (a) a + a s+5
The break frequency of 5 rad/sec has been assumed as "reasonable."
The experimental determination of this lag is one of the major
purposes of the Phase III windtunnel test.
The airplane d ^ transfer function is derived using data
Ea
obtained from Appendix 8 of Reference 4 for a typical general aviation
airplane. To investigate the effect of dynamic pressure on system
perform nce, high and low values were used:
Case 1: q • 8.47 psf (Ks M .40)
Case 2: q - 76.28 psf (K s W 3.59)
Using Reference 5 in conjunction with the University of Kansas
Aerospace Engineering Departmen ' s 129825A micro-minicomputer,
the airplane 
e(s) 
transfer function was derived for each case; and
the root loci of Figures 6.5 through 6.8 were generated. The computer
output used to construct the root loci is located in Appendix D.
Notice that with the inner loop pressure command, the sensor and
actuator combine to form an oscillatory pair. In fact, Figure 6.6
shows that it is these poles which go unstable at high dynamic pressure.
E•




The aerodynamic lag represents the lag between a change in 6 E and
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yields reasonable damping ratios and natural frequencies for the
pressure sensor pitch attitude hold system. It is also observed
that in the system with the pressure sensor, the gain mp:gin
remains relatively constant with dynamic pressura as compared to
the conventional system. It appears that gain scheduling with
dynamic pressure can be avoided without a compensator or inner
loop pitch damping.
Again it should be noted that the sensor properties have
not been determined. The frequency response data obtained during
Phase III will yield the necessary information for a more detailed
study. This analysis is merely a preliminary investigation of the






7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The sensor used in this study does not have the qualities
required to determine the feasibility of differential pressure
feedback in a flig L control system. Of available sensors, the
piezoresistive has the characteristics most suited for this type
of application.
Once this concept has been proven feasible, a follow-up
program is recommended which will include the use of a more
conventional airfoil. Within this program, both theoretical and
experimental pressure distributions should be investigated.
f	
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APPENDIX AA
PRESSURE PROFILE SENSITIVITY PLOTS
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DELTR P PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION"
242: wrt 4
2431 wrt 4," THE PRESSURE TRANSDUCEP !JILL BE CALIBRATED AGAINST THE TUNNEL"
2441 wrt 4," MANOMETER BOARD LOCATED ON THE NORTH 'SIDE OF THE TUNNEL BELL"





2501 wrt 49" TO CALIERATE, THE TUNNEL WILL BE RUN AT ',:'ARIOU': ASSIGNED SPEEDS."
251: wrt 4, " THE ho 9825 WILL P.ECORD THE PPESSURE TRAM' I^UCEP OUTPUT ACID "
252: wrt 4," THE OPERATOR WILL ADJUST THE TUNNEL 'SPEED TO THE MANOMETEP VFiLUE"
253: wrt 4," REQUESTED BY THE CALCULATOR DISPLAY"





2571 urt 6;wrt 6;wrt 6:wrt 69"	 PRESSUPE TRANSDUCEP CALIEPATIOM ",Di
258: wrt 6,"	 ",GS




2611 ent "DO YOU WISH A GRAPH ? Y or N"-AS
2621 if cu p <Ri)="1'";c:sz 2,29110
263: if cap(Ai',="`i"; f <d 0; is l 0,35,0,2 	 o: 	 -, 2: a.. O. S,1). 5, 1
264: if caaiAi' "r"':plt-a,- 5,-1;_:s^ ' 	 O1,
265: if cap <Ai)="Y"; lbl	 TUNNEL D'iNAtIIC FPES- UR.E 	 0	 Al i
266= if ca p (Ai'="'r"'; p lt -5,,^,-1;:=:z	 ,1,'?0
267: if ca p ^Ai,='1"':IbI	 TRAN'SDUCE'R OUTPUT - 01 (r,V}..
268: if ca p (Ai z "'r'"; ss_ 2 5,:,1,0;p1+ 5,-.3,-1
201 if ca p k AS) ="'' s lbI	 PRE ,SURE TRANSDIiCER CALIBRATION
270: if cap '.Ai =" 1' "; p lt. 2.5,x.4,-1;Ci1z 2,=,1,0
271: Ibl "G _ (TUNNEL MANOMETER 	 SIN;Oi"
272: for 0=0 to 35 b y 5
273: fxd 0;O-S
274: di p "TUNNEL 0 icriAl)",0,"CONY W.PD`,­'-itp
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C.2 PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DATA
AS INPUT TO HP2825 A
E. ^ ..:.( ^ .vT t iLM
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i`ANSAS UNIVER S."ITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAE.
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RE! -- :UL T'S
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 0	 FLAP DEFLECT IC-itl AflGLE
FILE tAUr,lE:EF,, 	 34
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP 4 X/c Cp C r-
NUMEEP locat ion ur*r,c-. r e r
1 0. Olb" O —1. 1,748 15:-: ,•
2 0.076 -1. 1:35 -1. 1:7-:5
0 . 0 8 4
4 0.094 -1.354 -1.'354
5
6 0.121 -1.277
4. 0.133 -1.450 -1.45r,
e. 0. 143 -1.365 - 1.
9 .0.155 -1.081 . 08 1
10 0. 16 1:1 -0.881 1
11 0.184 -X3.' 4 . 4:-:,
12 0. .2. 05 -0.64 - 0 .1; 4 :
1 S, 0 . 21 28 -0.57.2 -c
14 0.250 -0.3=: 4 ct.	 '3' ^'3' 4
15 0. 381 -0	 ": L- 4 64
1 c. 4. 0.416. -0.1 3c.  ^ -o. 1
1 0.480 -0.11C
C. 0.680 cl cl.
1 '74 41. 0.715 -cl. O"p:
C, 0.750 -0. 070 Ci 7 ^.i
0.785 -0. 0 4.:o, 0 4 :, 
0 . 13 210
I . CIO 0 6: 4 4
------------
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|KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
^N	 SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
 0N
^'	 NN ANGLE OF HTTH^K, 	 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE =	 0
^ FILE NUMBER 35
'
NN	 ^***************************^***********^*******************
RESULTS OF SEHP DATA
U^	 ************************************************************






1 * 0"060 -1.860 -0.612
2 * 0.076 -1.728 ^-0.603
NN 3 * 0.084 -1.989 -0.849





^ 6 * 0.121 -1.702 -0.855
7 * 0"133 -1.887 -1.019
8 * 0.143 -1.786 -0.965
N0 9 * 0.155 -1.445 -0.744






^ 12 * 0.205 -0.831 -0.4^3
13 * 0"^^8 -^.788 -0.364
14 * 0.250 -0.476 -0.193
^ 15 * 0.381	 = -0.381 -0.145
* -
16 * 0.416 -0.209 -0.057
^ 17 * 0.480 -0.177 -0.050
^ 18 * 0.680 -0.159 -0.045
19 * 0.715 -0.119 -0.035
20 * 0.750 -0.115 -0.028
21 * 0.785 -0.080 -0.006
22 * 0"820 -0.063 -0.002
^







KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PPOGRHM RESULTS







RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
****/	 * **** ********************** * ****************************
^ TAP * x/c Cp Cp|	 NUMBER * location upper lower
*
1 0.060 -2.624 -0.093
2 * 0.076 -2.407 -0.124
3 * 0.084 -2.670 -0.345
4 * 0.094 -2.4O9 -0.382
5 * 0.108 -2.190 -0.355
*
6 * 0.121 -2.194 -0.444
7 * 0.133 -2.383 -0.598!
	 O * 0.143 -2.240 -0.578
9 * 0.155 -1.822 -0.418
16 * 0.169 -1.512 -0.308
*
11 * 0.184 -1.283 -0.240
12 * 0.205 -1.121 -0.198
13 * 0.228 -1.008 -0.156
'	 14 * 0.250 -0.626 -0.047
15 * 0.381 -0.510 -0.018
. * '
16 * 0.416 -0.298 0.033
^	 17 * 0.480 -0.248 0.026
/	 i8 * 0.680 -0.221 0.022
19 * 0.715 -0.163 0.016
 20 * 0.750 -0.^62 0.024
*
^1 * 0.785 -0.119 0.039







KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT PESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 0	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 5
FILE NUMBER 37
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP X/c Cp Cp
NUMBER t location upop", lower
0.092 -1.340 -1.
0.073 -11 .285 -0.949
3 0.083 -1.572 -1.148
4 0.094 -1.501 -1.202
5 0. 10 -7 -1.359 - 1. 06 '
0.123 -1.486 -1.116
7 0.135 -1.627 -1.266
8 0.148 -1.324 -1.1415
9 0.163 -1.032 -0.886
10 0.181 -0.903 -0.714
11 0-17-9 3 -0.5' 6 -0.  4 -316
1 '^ 0.296 -0.4 18 -0. 7-75- i
13 0.404 -0.214
14 0. 65' -0.156 -0.008ic 0.671 -0 . 0'3 7 0.215
16 0.688 -0.060 0.157
17 0.704 -0.039 0.144
is 0.720 0. 030 0.124
19 0.741 0.068
2 0 0.1795 -0.06,, 0. X133
0.824 -0. 043 0.008




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE l
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF aTTACK 3 FLAP DEFLECTION WILE =	 5
FILE NUMBER	 38
******+**********************************************+******
RESULTS OF SEHP DATA
TAP * x/c CP Cm	 .
NUMBER * location ummer lower
*
1 * 0.062 -1.607 -0.748
2 * 0.073 -1.513 -0.712
3 * 0.083 -1.803 -0.912
4 * 0.094 -1.703 -0.984 
5 * 0.107 -1.524 -0.881
*
6 * @.1^3 -1.632 -0.951
7 * 0.135 -1.767 -1.107
8 * 0"148 -1.452 -1.006
9 * 0.163 -1.141
10 * 0.181 -1.001 -0.619
*
11 * 0.203 -0.644 -0.3841.7, * 0.2-96 -0.438 -0.250
13 * 0.404 -0.178 -0.105
14 * 0.652 -0.097 -0.060
15 * 0.671 0.122 0.078
*
16 * 0^688 0.091 0.00q	
-
17 * 0.704 0.123 -0.020
18 * 0.720 0.158 -0.022
19 * 0.741 0.080 -0.039
20 * 0.795 0.017 -0.053
21
*
* 0.824 0.039 -0.077
^2 * 0.8^2 24 -0.174




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK z	 6 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 5
FILE NUMBER	 39
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP X/c Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower









4 0.094 -1.925 -0.74---.
5 0.107 -1.707 -0.680
6 0.123 -1.798 -0.764
7 0.05 -1.914 -0.932
8 0.148 -1.563 -0.860
9 x 0.163 -1.230 -0.652
10 0.181 -1.083 -0.512
11 0.203 -0.688 -0.318
12 0.296 -0.456 -0.209
13 0.404 -0.140 -0.119
14 0.652 -0.035 -0.098









10 x 0.720 0.319 -0.192
19 0.741 0.199 -0.158
10 t 0.795 0.113 -0.150
21 0.824 0.130 -0.168
22 0.852 0.045 -0.281
21 t 1.000 0.725 0.725
99
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK z
	 9	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
FILE NUMBER 48
RESULTS OF SERP DATA
TAP X/c Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
1 0.062 -2.268 -0.158
2 0.073 -2.088 -0.183
3 0.083 -2.376 -0.372
4 0.094 -2.194 -0.471
5 0.107 -1.928 -0.438
6 0.123 -1.997 -0.533
7 0.135 -2.091 -0.701
8 t 0.148 -1.699 -0.658
9 0.163 -1.338 -0.488
10 0.181 -1.185 -0.369
11 0.203 -0.754 -0.215
12 0.295 -0.498
-0-132
13 0.404 -0.126 -0.091
14 0.652 -0.002 -0.081









20 0.795 0.205 -0. 276
21 0.824 0.214
-0.275
22 0.852 0.096 -0.407

















KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK z	 0 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER
	 40
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP X  Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
0.060 -1.945 -0.541
2 0.071 -1.856 -0.493
0.081 -2.166 -0.5 '34
4 0.091 -2.055 0 . 7. 475 0.102 -1.8 .1%.-% -0.725
6 0.116 -1.928 -0.668
0.128 -21 .110 -0. 76 7
8 0.140 -1.960 -0.88?
9 0.151 -1.613 -0.771
10 0.165 -1.3'0 -0.562
11 0.180 -1.263 -0.444
1 0.199 -0.2411
0.278 -0.68!3 -0.101
14 0.399 -0.469 0.068
15 0. 649 -0. 42 0.141
16 0.672 -0.5* 7 0.364
0.688 -0.622 0.331
0.704 -0.685 0. 3 1 7  7JQ 0.720 -0.294 0.18 8,
20 0.844 0.158
21 0.873 -0. 0' ^1 0. 12
C.901 z0.021 0-105
3 1.001 0.1-0 0.1 1
101
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER 41
RESULTS OF SERP DATA
TAP X/c Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
1 0.060 -2.761 0.020
2 0.071 -2.588 0.006
0.081 -2.922 -0.063
4 0.091 -2. 744 -0. 245
5 0.110 2 -2.430 -0.265
6 t 0.116 -2.507 -0.252
7 0.125 -2.685 -0.353
8 0.140 -2.476 -0.469
9 0.151 -2.048 -0.400
10 0.165 -1.748 -0.252
11 0.180 -1.617 -0.168
0.199 -0.033
13 t 0.278 -0.383 0.05 .7
14 0.399 -0.588 0.165
15 t 0.649 -0.519 0.215
16 0.672 -0.566 0.400
17 0.688 -0. 6'1 70.337'
is 0.704 -0.''301? 0 361
19 0.720 -0^^31 0: 230
20 0.844 -0.247 0.19q
21 0.873 -0.096 0.159





KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE Ii	 SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK 6 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER	 42
RESULTS OF SEAR DATA
TAP X/r. Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
1 0.060 -3.655 0.459
2 0.071 -3.384 0.409
3 0.081 -3.737 0.327
4 0.091 -3.476 0.178
5 x 0.102 -3.060 0.130
0.116 -3.111 0
0.128 -3.279 0.014
8 0.140 -2.999 -0.100
0.151 -2.483 _0. 0'2 
0.165 -2.128 0.028
11 0.180 -1.979 0.084
12 0.199 -1.476 0.160
13 0.278 -1.090 0. *4209
14 0.399 -0.707 0.262
15 0.649 -0.606 0. 291 
16 0.672 -0.600 0.437
17 0.688 -0.717 0.424
is 0.704 -0.771 0.407
19 0.720 -0.364 0. 27,6
20 0.844 -0. 2 77 0. 242'
0.873 -0.116 0.194
22 0.901 -0.003 0. 15 3
1.001 0.163 0.163
103
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK =
	
9	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER 46
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP xic C p Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
^?E*^F^^E!'F^fext ^Ff ^^^EiF^F^e^F^F^F^E^E^FjF9EdF^E^^Eir^r^^^f^E^E^F^ I^EdF^^E * ^E^^r. ^EjE^F^E^^EyF^?E
1 0.060 -4.614 0.771
2 * 0.071 -4.232 0.711
3 t 0.081 -4.594 0.632
4 0.091 -4.240 0.517
5 } 0.102 -3.708 0.456
6 0.116 -3.724 0.417
7 * 0.128 -3.871 0.327
8 0.140 -3.518 0.225
9 * 0.151 -2.909 0.2221
10 0.165 -2.492 0.272
11 * 0.180 -2.326 0.301
12 * 0.159 -1.753 0.334
13 0.278 -1.301 0.349
14 * 0.399 -0.833 0.359
15 0.650 -0.704 0.372
16 0.672 -0.668 0.488
17 t 0.688 -0.776 0.483
is * 0.704 -0.816 0.467
19 a 0.720 -0.398 0.330
20 } 0.844 -0.308 0.294
21 t 0.873 -0.135 0.23
22 * 0.901 -0.016 0.185
23 * 1.001 0.160 0.16+
6*x^ee^F^^^l^^l ^F^^xiEfx^^Eil^l7f^F^^E^x **^Fyrxf**^t^^**^lft!^f^F^ ^^^t^^^f^E
iI
K';ANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK 0 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE =	 15
FILE NUMBER	 43
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP xic Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
1 e 0.073 -2.507 -0.227
2 * 0.085 -2.5"9 -0 .29 8
3 0.098 -2.256 -0.42;
4 0.114 -2.350 -0.409
5 0.128 -2.522 -0.477
6 0.142 -2.133 -0.584
7 0.157 -1.715 -0.457
8 0.175 -1.479 -0.288
9 + 0.197 -1.357 -0.214
iu 0 .222 -0.903 0.011
11 } 0.367 -0.731 0.073
12 0.416 -0.608 0.217
13 x 0.607 -0.616 0.254
14 0.632 -0.718 0.406
15 + 0.,7 -0.750 0.418
16 + 0.674 -0.945 0.444
17 0.695 -1.061 0.449
18 + 0.715 -0.913 0.449
19 0.735 -0.269 0.248
"0 0.916 -0.15? 0.201
"1 0.947 0.15: 0.07'
22 t 0.977 0.247 t3, =i^;:=






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
'_INGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK :	 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 15
FILE NUMBER 44
}t}e'x	 a:: r*^E?F: dF x^F^F ^Fit^F aF l 	 xiEee t yeee^ to±me	 t }4****
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
^F^F^E?fI^F^F^?F^^^^E:^^F^E^49F^FlFdF?kiI'^F^E^F?E+F9E^F?F^F^^F^aF^F^^F^I^^?Feltat}^l^^lt
TAP * x/c Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower 
1 0.073 -3.22 4 0.190
2 x @.0$5 -3.193 0.103
3 t @. E9$ -2.815 -0. 025
4 * 0.114 -2.874 -0.048
5 0.128 -3.036 -0.129
x
6 0.142 -2.586 -0.235
7 0.157 -2.103 -0.116
8 } 0.175 -1.819 -0.041
o 0.19' -1.68' 0.009
10 0.222 -1.114 0.154
11 } 0.367 -0.959 0.193
12 0.416 -0.711 0.288
i3 t 0.607 -0.7,03 0.315
14 0.631 -0.762 0.439
15 0.654 -0.78' 0.454
16 * 0.674 -0.960 0. 417
11".i 0.695 -1.061 0.401
18 0.'15 -0.913 0.482
19 0.735 -0. ."80 C1. 275
20 0.916 -0.106 x:+. 22 4
cl 0.947 0.150 !+. 07 ?
2 - 0.977 0.24 1 ►,, k,7^^
_._ 1 .0a3 @.143 ►:+. 14
t
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT 'ZESEARCH LHE
DELTA P PROJECT - 'PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
r, I ANGLE OF ATTACK 6 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
FILE NUMBER	 45
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP X/c Cp Cp
NUMBER location upper lower
1 0.073 -4.040 0.539
2 0.085 -3.951 0.44S
3 0.098 -3.454 0.32_:
4 0.114 -3.475 0.•80
5 0.128 -3.614 C-1.193
6 0.142 -3.061 C1. 087
7 0.157 -2.4.x1 0. 1 2 1
8 0.175 -2.160 0.19-21
9 e 0.197 -2.017 C1. 224
10 0.222 -1. '?29 0. 296
11 0.327 -1.144 C1. 316
12 0.416 -0.819 0.364
13 0.607 -0.79 0.
14 0.631 -0.812 0. 4 7(
15 0.6515 -0.840 0.4
16 0.674 -0.997 0.518
17 t 0.695 0.521
18 0.715 -0.9.6 4.1.  524
19 0.735 -0.2';` C'. :--,11
20 0.916 0.257
21 0.947 0.155
22 0.977 0. 24 6 0 . 0 E,
1.003 0.145 0.14`
cif
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 9	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE 	 15
FILE NUMBER 47
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA
TAP X/C Cp Cp




4 f 0.114 -4.090 0.548
5 0.128 -4.203 0,464
6 0.142 -3.550 0.36r'
7 e 0.157 -2.891 0.365
8 0.175 -2.504 0.394
9 t 0.970 -2.343 0.405
0.222 -1.530 C1.424
0.36 ,7 -1.310 173. 427
0.416 -0.912 0.439
13 0.607 -0.874 0.454'
14 0.632 -0.869 0.531
15 t 0.655 -0.898 0.554
16 0.674 -1.044 0.57 4 
17 0.695 -1.123 0.574
13 0.715 -0.967 .1. 5 7. 111C	 if
1 13 r 0.735 -0.304 0.:315 6
20 0.916 -0.181 0.297
21 0.947 0.163 0.10'?
-n 1^
C. e- 0.977- 0.253 C1. 0 i  0
23 1.003 0.146 0. 14r
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o+ "DELTA P THEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION DATA STOKER":
1: din XC 3, 3P33 ] P UC 3, 3, 331, LC 3, 3933 It NSC I L YSC 13
'	 2: fnt 1,z,2x,f8.5
31 for I = 1 to 3
4: for Ju l to 3
5: wrt 49"ANGLE OF ATTACK="930-1),"DEC"
61 art 4,"FLAP DEFLECTION=", 5(I- U,"DEG"
for Ku l to 33




12: if cap (NS)="Y";c11 1chan9es0(1)
13: for K=1 to 33
141 wrt 4.L9K9XCI,J,K]
15: ant "Co UPPER?',UCI,J,K]
16: wrt 4.1,UCI,J9K];wrt 4
17: next K
18: ant "CHANGES?",NS
19: if cap (NS)="Y';cll 'chonges'(2)
201 for K= 1
 to 33
21: wrt 4.1,K,XII,J,K3rUCI,J,K3
22: ant "Cp LOWER?".LCI,J,K]
231 wrt 4.19 LC I, J, K ]; wrt 4
24: next K
25: ant "CHANGES?"•NS
26: if cap(NS)="Y";c11 'changes'(3)
27: 4+r1
28: wrt rl9"ALPHA=",3(J-1),"DEG"
29: wrt rl,'DELTA FLAP="p5(I-1)+"DEG"
30: wrt r1,"	 X/C
	 Cp UPPER	 Cp LOWER';wrt rl
31: for K=1 to 33
32: if cap (NS)="Y";wrt 6.1,K9XCIrJ,K],U[I9J,K L LCI .,J,K];wrt rl;Jwp
 2
33: wrt 4.1 g K,XCI,J,K],U[I,J,K],LCI,J,K];wrt rl
34: next K
35s ant - GENERAL CHANGES?",Yi
36: if cap (YS)="Y";Isb "GC'
37: if cap (NS)="Y"i,in p 4
38: ant "HARD COPY OF THIS?",NS
39: if cap(NS)N"Y ';JMp_3









 ant "CHANCE 1) XIC? 2) Cp UPPER? 3) Cp LOWER?'9A
491 cll 'changes'(A)
50: ant "MORV ",YS





56: if p l = l;ent ' X:C?",X[I,J,K]
57: if p i =2;ent "Cp
 UPPEP?",UCI,J,K]
581 if p l=3;ent "Cp
 LOWER?',LCI,J,K]
591 ant "MORE? NS







81 'SEAP - C SUB P OUTPUTTING PROGRAM 	 fil{s 34-*4?"1
It din ItI O3PPtI33vYSI8O3sSSt101;for Sa l to 60i"!"+LsES33next S:f::d 1
2t din XE23l^UE233+LE233 g AtD'."	 '&LS-Lt
31 '	 "+St
4t fnt 1 ► 10%-f3.0,4xp'*'+3fl5.3
5: fnt 2+9a + - ANGLE OF ATTACK s " ► f4.O+10x +" FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE a "^f4.0
6: fnt 3 • °x. "FILE NUMBER "if ".0
7: "PCL":ent "FILE HUMBER?"oF: 1f F04 or V'4?: be a r, • at.,, +8
8: trk lifdf F:1.Jt F ► :;E*3+UE•3tLI-3tA.D
91 "STR ":wrt 6•
	
----------------- : for =• =I t o 5 : wrt. 6 :ne:a
10: wrt e. "	 M AHSAS V111 VEF• :.1 TY FLIGHT PESEAP,CH LAB" Z wrt 6
11: girt 69"	 DELTA P PPOJECT - PHASE I"
12: wrt 6
131 wrt 6. "	 SII4GLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS'
14: wrt 6:vr+ 6: ,.lr y O:wrt v;. 2 -AtD : wr •. 6.r ► Fiw rl C:wrt GtLt;wrt 6
15: wrt 6+SXZ'39&SX&"RESULTS OF SEAP DATA"
161 wrt C+rar* noLt
1-: urt	 TAP	 *'&SS&' xic
	 Ca	 Cp"
1S: wrt o.St;."NUNEEP. *	 location	 upper	 lower"
1°1 wrt 6.Lt
20: wrt 6.'	 •":0+6:for S=1 to 23
21: wrt 6.19S-1:ESI.UCS32LES3:6•1+8
22: if 8=5;0+B:wrt et"	 +"
23: next S1wrt 6."
24: wrt 69Lt3wrt 6:urt 6:wrt o
251 for S+1 to 12:wrt 6intxt S






	 INTERPOLATED CHANGE IN C
P












KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
,
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 0 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 0
FILE NUMBER 50
************************************************************
RESULTS OF SEHP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE l TAP LOCATIONS
_
TAP * x/C Cp CP chonse in
NUMBER * location upper lower CP
***********+*******************+****************************
1 * 0.114 -1.267 -1.267 0.000
*
2 * 0.171 -0.859 -0.859 0.000
*
3 + 0.223 -0.588 -0^588 0.000
4
*
* 0.276 -0.320 -0.320 0"000
*
5 * 0.328 -0.292 -0.292 0.000
6
*
* 0.380 -0.264 -0.264 0.000
*
7 * 0.433 -0.130 -0.130 0.000
*
8 * 0.485 -0.114 -0.114 0.000
*
9 * 0.537 -0.111 -0.111 0'000
*
10 * 0.589 -0.108 -0.108 0.0O0	 -
*
11 * 0.668 -0.103 -0.103 0.000
*




0"766 -0.058 -0.058 0.000
*********+**************************************************






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULT:




RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I T9P LOCATIONS
TAP x/c Cp Cp chance in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
?Eyr*?E^aE***^*aF^iE^*dEdF^9F^iF^3F?F3FjFdEdEaE?Eie^^t?E^F9E^^F3F^E^yF^?F*^t^E?E^^E'?EaE^?F^
1 } 0.119 -1.695 -0.841 0.854
2 0.171 -1.162 -0.574 0.587
3 0.223 -0.307 -0.376 0.431
4 x 0.276 -0.457 -0.184 0.273
5 * 0.328 -0.419 -0.164 0.255
6 } 0.380 -0.382 -0.145 0.237
7 0.433 -0.201 -0.055 0.145
8 0.465 -0.177 -0.049 0.127
t
9 0.537 -0.172 -0.048 0.124
t
10 0.589 -0.167 -0.047 0.120
11 0.668 -0.160 -0.045 0.115
12 * 0.720 -0.113 -0.034 0.084
13 0. 766 -0.100 -0.0 18 0.082
f,
1_hanse In Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and u pper surface p ressure coefficients
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a
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 0
FILE NUMBER 52
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP X/c Cp Cp change	 in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -2.193 -0.429 1.764
2 0.171 -1.474 -0.297 1.177
3 0.223 -1.031 -0.165 0.866
4 0.276 -0.602 -0.041 0.561
5 0.328 -0.557 -0.029 0. 52 7
6 0.380 -0.511 -0.018 0.4193
7 0.433 -0.285 0.031 0.316
8 0.485 -0.248 0.026 0.273
19 0.537 -0.240 0.025 0.265
10 0.589 -0.233 0.024 0.257
11 0.668 -0.222 0.022 0.245
12 0.720 -0.163 0.017 0.180
13 0.766 -0.143 0.031 0.174
Chanse in Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and upper surface Pressure coefficients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS




^F:^^ # ^*fie*:^^e#^ * ^^^^E * ^F?ELF ?E^E^E^F^F^E ?E?E^E^^t ± ^ertt#*^F^E^ ?E^E^^t^s^4^^e^t ?^f^^t4
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP x/c Cp. Cp change in
NUMBER f location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -1.455 -1.104 0.353
2 { 0.171 -0.973 -0.809 0.165
3 x 0.223 -0.553 -0.401 0.156
4 # 0.276 -0.456 -0.310 0.147
x
5 r 0.328 -0.358 -0.216 0.142
6 0.380 -0.259 -0.120 0.139
i * 0.433 -0.208 -0.068 0.140^
8 # 0.485 -0.196 -0.054 0.142
9 * 0.537 -0.184 -0.040 0.144f
10 t 0.589 -0.172 -0.025 0.147
f
11 # 0.668 -0.049 0.177 0.226
}
12 0.720 0.01,E 0.125 0.107
13 0.765 -0.043 0.052 0.09 4
t^t^w4t^t^; ^ttt7lt^^t^ttTl^twk+^±^}#4r,w^twtittw^wt^t^.^^^{
Chan ge in p ressure coefficient re p resent= the difference
betwe en lower and u pper surface p ressure coefficient_
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 3 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 5
FILE NUMBER 54
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP t X/c Cp Co change in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
0.119 -1.606 -0.934 0.672
0.171 -1.07 -0.704 0.374
3 0.223 -0.600 -0.355 0.245
4 0.276 -0.482 -0.279 0.203
5 t 0.328 -0.360 -0.207 0.154
6 s 0.380 -0.236 -0.137 0.099
7 0.433 -0.169 -0.100 0.069
8 0.485 -0.152 -0.090 0.061
9 x 0.537 -0.135 -0.081 0.054
10 t 0.589 -0.118 -0.072 0.046
11 0.668 0.085 0.055 -0.030
12 0.720 0.156 -0.022 -0.,L78
1 0.766 0.052 -0. 046, -0.  0 1; 7
4. .4. 4 4.	 4. 41	 4 4,
C h a rr9 c- In p ressure  c o e.	c- n t r e F, r e:E .- n t s thee d i ff E. r e n --. e
between lower and u pper surfm.ce Pressure 
C. 0 e f 
f icients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROjEC•T - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
' ANGLE OF ATTACK	 6 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE =	 5
FILE NUMBER	 55
' RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP } x/c Cp Cp chance in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -1.777 -0.744 1.033
2 0.171 -1.164 -0.559 0.575
t 3 f 0.223 -0.638 -0.295 0.343
4 0.276 -0.506 -0.233 0.2173
5 0.328 -0.362 -0.152 0.180'
6 0.380 -0.210 -0.139 0.07.1
r' a 0.333 -0.123 -0.116 0.012
e 0.455 -0.106 -0.112 -0.006
} 0.537 -0.084 -0.108 -0.024}
IO 0.589 -0.062 -0.103 -0.042	 -
11 0.668 0.211 -0.050 -0.261
}
12 0.720 0.319 -0.192 -0.511'
1^^ * 0.766 0.160 -0.154 -0.314
^^^^!*t*^ttltltil^il^^^l^^^'!^!}it}}^t.j.}}.► y}jw^► .!*wt•wy^^{{t?r^ty:
} Chanie in Pressure coef f ici ent re p resent= the dif t e rence





KANSAS UNI BIERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS	 ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK =
	
0	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER 56
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP xic Cp Cp chance	 in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 * 0.119 -1.97, -0.695 1.282
2 0.171 -1.328 -0.515 0.812
3 0.223 -0.856 -0.193 0.653
x
4 0.276 -0.690 -0.106 0.585
5 x 0.328 -0.595 -0.031 0.563
6 * 0.380 -0.503 0.042 0.545
r 0.433 -0.464 0.078 0.542
8 0.455 -0.455 0.093 0.548
9 } 0.537 -0.447• 0.108 0.555
10 0.589 -0.438 0.123 0.561
11 f 0.668 -0.511 0.328 0.831? 
0.7 2 0 E. 29 4 0.188 0.482
1'? 0.766 -0.264 0.177 0.441
4^K:^e±^tt+t4^t±dF^!*t!}t^ll^^lt<!t *!!^!^}+t^^±^±^t^t{i}e
Chan ge' in p reS5ure coefficient re p resents t.h- difference
between lower and u pper surface p ressure coefficients
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KANSAS UNIVEFSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRHM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 3 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 16
FILE NUMBER 57
' RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
9E^F?kiF^^^^9F9F^^F':eiFiE^iF^EdF*aElE^t9E9F^EjFdFiE^^E^FdE*1F^F# jF^E9E^^F9F^^x'^^*xjEieiE^^F^^E^F^F4
TAP xic Cp Cp change in
' NUMBER * location uppe r lower Cp
c
1 } 0.119 -2.555 -0.279 2.276
2 0,'71 -1.697 -0.219 1.478
3 0.223 -1.104 -0.006 1.098'
4 * 0.276 -0.893 0.054 0.947
1 5 * 0.328 -0.762 0.102 0.864
6 0.380 -0.635 0.149 0.783
' 7 * 0.433 -0.579 0.172 0.7`1
8 0.485 -0.564 0.183 0.747
9 0.537 -0.550 0.193 0.743
10 x 0.589 -0.535 0.203 0.739
11 * 0.668 -0.558 0.370 0.9218
12 0.720 -0.331 0.231 0.562
13 * 0.766 -0.300 0.219 0.519
^E7l:R^ykiE^iw^#!!Y^?!yF*^l^^f^7F1tl1^^76^1^!llt^tt*417F^!!llf^^^^jf }^+tt}{
Chan ge in p ressure coefficient rerresent . the difference
between lower and upper surface p ressure coefficients
f
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rKANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 6	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
	 10
FILE NUMBER 58
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP x/c Cp Cp chanee in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -3.156 0.086 3.242
2' * 0.171 -2.070 0.050 2.11:?
3 0.223 -1.359 0.175 1.533
4 x 0.276 -1.101 0.207 1.308
5 } 0.328 -0.932 0.230 1.162
6 4 0.380 -0.767 0.253 1.020
7 * 0.433 -0.69`3 0.266 0.959
8 * 0.485 -0.672 0.272 0.944
9 * 0.537 -0.651 0.278 0.929
10 0.589 -0.630 0.284 0.914
11 0.668 -0.601 0.413 1.014
12 0.720 -0.364 0.276 0.640
11 x 0.766 - 0 . 332 0.263 0. 595
i!?. ^;. Y.► R :.}ri}ir4^ * 4+ ^*^y3Z^{^^^##i^^{i^}:^^i^^ {^^^{it^^ft
t Cho.nie in Pressure coefficient reare_ent_ the difference






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA F PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK
	
0 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 15
FILE NUMBER 59
9F^('^xl 3F^('x^'kiF ** #iF?FdEiFlF?t'!F!k^l^iF^FdF'1F"Itit^^ ?E^FiF349F?kiF3FiFiE^jFi'9F^e?^^#'k^ yFiFdE 7F#?k^
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I Thr LOCATIONS
^iF9F^lF9E9FiE9l ^4dF9F9E^FlF^^F9E' l4 dFdF^E^FdF9F^FlF3F9F^F ?E9FiFif^9F ye ?4iE9F iF^F^ yFt4^le}^ i, 9F#^iF^^lF^t
TAP * xic CA Ca chance in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -2.411 -0.433 1.978
2 0.171 -1.526 -0.322 1.204
3 * 0.223 -0.902 0.011 0.914
4 0.27E -0.858 0.034 0.892
5 0.328 -0.814 0.056 0.870
6 * 0.380 -0.736 0.111 0.846
x 0.433 -0.609 0.220 0.829
8 * 0.485 -0.611 0.230 0.841
9 0.537 -0.613 0.240 0.853
10 * 0.589 -0.615 0.250 0.866
11 * 0.668 -0.881 0.436 1.318
12 t 0.720 -0.751 0._399 1.150
x
1 ,3 - 0. ?66 -0.250 0.240 a. 4?0
K
^^'!^!!!^ ! +T lC 1!'tt +! l^1F r,k4^i^^ + ^^4a y } ^^^^^Y^ {^^+^++^^^w + ^^i;ii
* Chan-ge in p ressure coeff icient rerre_.ents the difference
betw-p en lower and u pper surface rressure c.-i+ t ici nt
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 15
FILE NUMBER 60
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP X/c Cp Cp change in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -2.932 -0.077 2.855
2 0.171 -1.882 --0.067 1 .816 
3 0.223 -1.113 0.154 1.267
4 0.276 -1.056 0.169 1.225
5 0.328 -1.001 0.183 1.183
6 0.380 -0.893 0.218 1.111
7 t 0.432 -0s 7 10 0.2  9 Z; 1.A01
8 t 0.485 -0.708 0.298 1.006
9 0.537 -0.706 0.305 1.011
10 0.589 -0.704 0.312 1.016
11 0.668 -0.908 0.470 1.378
12 0.720 -0.755 0.430 1.185
13 0.766 -0.260 0.266 0.527
Chanve in Pressure coefficient re p resents the cif Orence.
between lower and u pper surface Pressure coefficients.
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
.i
ANGLE OF ATTACK
	 6 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 15
FILE NUMBER 61
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I 
TAP
LOCATIONS
TAP x/0 Cp Cp change in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
0.119 -3.525 0.249 3.774
2 0.171 -2.234 0.177 2.411
0.223 -1.327 0.296 1.623
4 0.276 -1.234 0.306 1.540
5 0.328 -1.140 0.317 1.457
6 0.380 -0.950 0.345 1.295
7 0.433 -0.817 0.366 1.182
8 0.485 -0.809 0.371 1.180
9 0.537 -0.802 0.375 1.177
10 0.589 -0.795 0.380 1.175
11 0.668 -0.947 0.511 1.459
12 0.720 --0.775 0.471
is 0.766 -0.272 0.302 0.574
Change in Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and u pper surface Pressure coefficients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 9 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER 62
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP X/c Cp CP chenge	 in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -3.761 0.395 4.155
2 0.171 -2.426 0.284 2.709
3 0.223 -1.616 0.339 1.954
4 0.276 -1.312 0.349 1.661
5 0.328 -1.108 0.353 1.461
6 0.380 -0.906 0.357 1. 264 
0.433 -0.816 0.361 1.176
8 0.485 -0.789 0.363 1.11 52
9 0.537 -0.762 0.366 1.112-1 8
10 0.589 -0.735 0.369 1.104
0.668 -0.675 0.467 1.141
0.720 -0.398 0.330
0.766 -0.365 0.:31 7 0. t,8 1
Chan ge' in Pressure coef f ici•n• re - Present.^--- the dif ferc-ric.-
between lower and uPrer surface Pressure coeif ici-Ents
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK
	
9 FLAP DEFLECTION AHGLE	 15
FILE NUMBER 63
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP X/C Cp Cp change in
NUMBER location upper lower Cp
1 0.119 -4.130 0.518 4.648
2 0.171 -2.590 0.388 2.978
3 0.2123 -1.528 0.424 1.9153
4 0.276 -1.448 0.425 1.873
5 0.328 -1.369 0.426 1.795
6 0.380 -1.204 0.430 1.635
7 0.433 -0.909 0.440 1.349
8 0.485 -0.898 0.443 1.341
9 0.537 -0.888 0.446 1.334
10 0.589 -0.878 0.449 1.32'
11	 x 0.668 -0.998 0.568 1.566
12 0.720 -0.801 0.522 1.323
0.766 -0.283 0.:346, 0-629
Change	 it) Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and upper surface Pressure coefficients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK	 9	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 5
FILE NUMBER 64
RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS
TAP X/c CP Cp chance in
NUMBER location upper lower CP
0.119 -1.980 -0.509 1.471
_1 0-1.2( -0.435 0. 85-3`
3 t 0.223 -0.698 -0.197 0.501
4 0.276 -0.551 -0.149 0.402
0.328 -0.385 -0.120 0.266
6 0.380 -0.208 -0.100 0.108
0.433 -0.112 -0.090 0.0e.2
8 0.485 -0.086 -0.088 -0.002
0.53' -0.060 -0.086 --0. 0,2,6
10 0.589 -0.034 -0.084 -0.050
11 0.668 0.2' 1 -0.027 -13.298
1 0. 7220 0.482 -0. 472 -0.954
13 0.766 0.265 -0.303 -0. 56:31
Char,,?E in p ressure coefficient re p ro--sents the difference
between lower and u pper surf ace Pressure coef"i icients
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a0: 'SEAP IHTER.POL. PR-OG. "s
1: din XC1339U[131sL[1379CI1379A9D3din GI23]9HI233vII23]9090
2: din E[I391679A[1639D[161idin BI49439P9X
3: .113 +X[ 11, . 171+`:[ 2 ]? .223+XI 3 3; . 276+:(1 4 ]+ . 328+X1 S ]t . 33 4:;[ 6 33 .433+X[ 7 ]
4: . 485+:;[ 8 ]e . 5 '+X[ 9 ]i .589+XC 10 33 .668+XC 11 ]+ . 72+X[ 12 ]i . 766+XC 13 ]
S: trk M or F-34 to 48
6: Idf F9G[*].H[4-]pI[*]9099
7: for I-i to 13
8: for J-1 to 22
9: if X[I]NG[J]+vto it
10s H[J]+UCI];I[J]4L[I]i gto 15
II: if not (::CILG[J] and X[I](G[J+1])39to 16
12s (X[I3-G[J3)i(G[J+13-GCJ3)+2
13: 2(H[J+1 ]-H[J])+H[J]+U[ I ]
14: 2(I[J+1 ]-I[J])+I[J]+LCI ]




19: ref F+169X[*]9U[+79LC *]r CC*19A9D
201 next F
21: for T-1 to 133T+P.3;iCT]+X
22: for S-1 to 16
23: E[ T9 S ]+B[ D[ S 3/5+19 At S 3/3+13
24: next S
25: fdf T+65ircf T+6598[*]9P9X
26: next T
+24010
t i	 I'i , 1? r t 
A 1.I7
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O: "SEAP - DELTA C SUB P OUTPUTTING PROGRAM 	 files 50465':
1: din Lj[SOIrPt[3]+Y$ESOIPS3[IOl;for S o l to 60;"*--*Lt[S1;next S;fad 1
2: din X[ 13] ► U[ 13]+L[ 13]+C[ 13]+A p D1"	 "LL;4Lf
3: "	 "+SS
4: fnt 1110x9f3.0/4x1"*".4fl2.3
5: fnt 249x;"ANGLE OF ATTACK n "9f4.0+l0xr'FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE s "sf4.0
6: fnt 3+9x,"FILE NUMBER "rf2.0
7: "PCL "Itnt "FILE NUMBER^" ► F;if F>65 or F<50 ;ito *0
8: trk l;fdf F;ldf FoX[*].U[*]/L[*]+C[*]+A.D 	 -
9: "STR":wrt 6o"	 -----------------";for S = 1 to 5;wrt 6;next S
10: wrt 6+ "	KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT PESEARCH LAB";wrt 6
11: wrt 6o"	 DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
12: wrt 6
13: wrt 6i'	 SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS"
14: wrt 6;wrt a;wrt 6;wrt 6.2+A9D;wrt 6.3+F;wrt 6:wrt 6+Lf;wrt 6
15: wrt 69S W RESULTS OF SEAP DATA INTERPOLATED TO PHASE I TAP LOCATIONS'
16: art 6;wrt 6+Lf
17: wrt 6+St&" TAP	 *	 xIc	 Cp	 Cp	 change in"
18: wrt 6vSst"NUMBER +	 location	 upper	 lower	 Ca"
19: wrt 69Lf
20: for S a l to 13
21: wrt 6.I+S * X[S]9U[S]9L[S],C[S];wrt W	 *";next S
22: wrt 6oLf;wrt 6;wrt 61wrt 6
23: wrt 6oSS&"* Chan ge in p ressure coefficient rep resents the difference"
24: wrt 6oSt&" 	 between lower and upper surface p ressure coefficients"
25: for S=1 to 12;wrt 61next S











KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT ~ PHASE I




TAP x/c LOCATION 0.119
~~	 -'







ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (Wrees)
	




0.0 *	 0.000	 0.854	 1.764	 0.000
*
	
5.0 *	 0.352	 0.672	 1.033	 1.471
*
	
10.0 *	 1'282	 2.276	 3.242	 4.155
*
	




	 Results of SEHP data inter p olated to Phase l ta p locutions
*	 Chon9e in mr p ssu'e coefficient re p resents the difference




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I




TAP x!c. LOCATION 0.171
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
9F^^f'^Fie^F^F3E^F^e *^e^w^^le^l ^illt4^^^^(' ^lF^?F^^eiEyt*^*^7t^^^xyle7E! 'aleett< 'E!e!!!^y! !lrl^t * ykx*ems
FLAP	 } ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (deiree_)
DEFLECTION? 0	 3	 6	 '^
jFdF^F^iE^^dF^E'?Ftl4^ ±± TdFI^^F^?^F9F^dF^jF 1E3FjF^^^l^Ei^ .E!lldE^4yl iF9l7l e^dF l^ee^*.tjF^EIjF^Flil^e :e^^e!#^^*e
0.0	 { 0.000	 0.587	 1.177	 0.000
}
5.0 0.165	 0.374	 0.575	 0.835
10.0	 * 0.812	 1.478	 2.119	 2.709
15.0	 * 1.2204	 1.816	 2.411	 2.978
#^^E^E^F^F ^^e^F^Ft #?E^^^ # ^E3F^E^E^F # ^F^F^F^F^F^Fie^FiE^FiF^E^ * ^E^FitiiE # ^#^F^F * ^F^Fx * e^x^e^^Ex^E^F?E^e^E^EiE*fie*^Ftsxe 	 '
Results of SEAP data inter polated to Phase I ta p lecat i _gin_
*	 Chanie in p ressur e coe ff icient r e p r esents the difference.
between lower  and u pper surface Pressure  c^^ e f r i c i ent.
I
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
	
_.
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
TAP NUMBER 3
	 FILE  NUP18ER 68
TAP x:,'c LOCATION 0.323
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP	 } ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK ideerees?
DEFLECTION* 0	 3	 a	 9
^F^aF3tdF^3F?F!^#el^^^it^^^^^f^F^'E^aFX^^E^F^aE?E3^jF3jFiF?F^F^F^F}}}^}t}t##l^lxiFyt^^^jF*^E^^*yt^Fa^t
yF
0.0 0.000	 0.431	 0.866	 0.000
}
5.0	 * 0.156	 0.245	 0.343	 0.501
10.0 0.658	 1.098	 1.533	 1.954
15.0	 ?r 0.914	 1.267	 1.623	 1.953
dF?E?F^?F!?E!?F^re4*^^l^l^?F?F^^F^dEjE.f?F?F^^1:^4^?F^^F^?F^^F?F^F^f}?F^F?E^?FF^f4^EjF±yE}aE^t?E*^<4^wil^tt:F
Re u I t : of S E A P dat. a l n  i. r P01(  t. E d t. Q PhC _ t- I t a  1-1 C.%1 t. 10n=
?r 	 Chance in Pressure coeff icient rePre=ent. s t.hc difference
bet- 1,1•_en lower and Li pper su rface Pre:-sure ccef' f ic•iiint.a
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
TAP NUMBER 4	 FILE NUMBER 69
TAP x/c LOCATION 0.276
I
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK 	 (de-gree.s.)
DEFLECTION* 0	 3	 6	 9
0.0 0.000	 0.273	 0.561	 0.000
5.0
	
x 0.147	 0.203	 0.273	 0.402
10.0 0.585	 0.947	 1.308	 1.661
15.0 0.892	 1.225	 1.540	 1.873
Pezults of SEAP data inter polated to pho.Lze I tar, la cations
Chan ge in Pressure coefficient re p resent-S. the difference.
betk..,een lower and u pper surface Pressure roefficients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I




TAP x./c LOCATION 0.328
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
r.,.AP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees
DEFLECTION* 0	 3	 6 9




10.0 0.503	 0.864	 1.162 1.461
15.0 0.870	 1.183	 1.457 1.795
Re -: uA' t a .-f S E A P data i n t f r r.,-. I ca t. c- d tali 	 a _: r. I t,1. P 1 0,:,1t 1C-n 5
Chcirr-n in Pressure coefficient re p re;ient-i thr-  ditfirence.
betweer, lower and upper surf-acc-
134
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[.'.ANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SiNGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
I
TAP NUMBER 6	 FILE NUMBER 71
TAP x,- , c LOCATION 0.380
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
' ^iFx^^e^!«fit«4x4« ►««ie«««?xxit#^t^#edF^e3^««x3t#^e??Rxe^««^?^FiEw«#«+w«*}«««*.}ttw:«««




0.0	 0.000	 0.237	 0.493	 0.000
	
5.0	 E	 0.139	 0.099	 0.071	 0.108
	
100	 0.545	 0.783	 1.020	 1.264
	
15.0	 0.846	 1.111	 1.295	 1.635
Peiulti of SEAP data interpolated to Pham I ta p locations
Chon;e in Pressure coefficient re p resents tho difference
between lower and upper surface Pressure cowicisnt2
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT	 PHASE I	 ^









o^~ TAP x/c LOCA T ION 0.433
******^**^*******+**^*****^*****^********^********************************* 	 '"
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED	 .
FLf1P	 * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
DEFLECTION* 0	 3	 6	 q
*****^**^********************^********************************^************
*
0.0	 * 0.000	 0.145	 0.316	 0.000
*
5.0	 * 0.140	 0.069	 0.012	 0.022
*
10.0	 * 0.542	 0.751	 0.959
	 1.176
*





*	 Results of SEHP data intermoluted to Phase I ta p
 locations
* Chan ge in Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and u pper surface p ressure coefficients
^
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I




'	 TAP x/c LOCATION 0.485
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
dEf**3F**} ** **#^**?r3F*aF^**iE3F9F9E^^dF9F9F^F^^^e^^^Ft=Ej!'^!'^^F^I^Ti^jF+se+^'#y!'^'^'!'tl3^E;Etiee*{!e'}.}*
FLAP	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
	
DEFLECTION*	 0	 3	 6	 a
*
	
0.0 *	 0.000	 0.12'	 0.273	 0.000}
	







i15.0 }	 0.841	 1.006	 1.180	 1.341
*
Res ulTs of SEAP data ir-iter p olat.ed to p has e I tap lac- at. ion=
Chan-3e in p ressure coefficient re p resent._ t.he. differ ►-nc.e
bet. !0een lower  and u pper surface Pressure  coe f ficient s
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
TAP NUMBER 9
	 FILE NUMBER 74
TAP X/c. LWAT I ON 0.537
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
^^ :1^^^#^^t^s^:e**^:e^^s^^^F^^^^^^F:t^F^^^^e^#t^^^^^et^:e^^^*cwt^t^^t^^^ttt^ec^•t
FLAP ALPHA-SINGLE OF ATTACK (desree_)
DEFLECTION* 0	 3 6 9
•^^w^^^^t^^t^t^^^^^^^^^?^^^^^^^^^^tt^^^tt^tt^^*t}^^•^:^tt^t}^^^tt^^xt^^^t^^}
0.0 0.000	 0.124 0.265 0.000




	 0.743 0.929 1.128
15.0	 } 0.353
	 1.011 1.17 1.334
^^^F^^:e^^^*^^•^tttz•^^^?F^^^^x^^^^^^F}t^t^•^^t^•^}t^•^t^*^^t4•t^^*e }•}tt^•t^^^tt^:r^*±	 _
Results of SEAP data inter p olated to Phase I ta p 1wat• i on_
Chan ge In Pressure coefficient re p resent= the difference






TAP x/c LOCATION 0.589
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
--	 ^e^eee^eex?FeTeeee}eee^Eee^Ee^Fi^?Eee^EX^Feeeeee^Feeeeeeeei^*eet*efee«tteee:c<teec;:zee
FLAP	 a ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK
DEFLECTION* 0	 3 b	 9






0.7:39 0.9 1 4 	 1.104
15.0
	
a 0.866	 1.016 1.175	 1.32 7
Results of SEAP data itit-_• r-polate • d to • ,has-i I T. a P 1 ac at. ions
Chan•-7• in Pressure coef f 1 c i ent re p resent. B the d i ff e r
between lower and u pper surface Pressure coefficients
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
SINGLE ELEMENT AIPFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
TAP NUMBER 11	 FILE NUMBER 76
TAP x,.'c LOCATION 0.6168
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-grees'.)
DEFLECTION* 0	 3 6 9
0.0 0.000	 0.115 0.245 0.000
5.0 0.226
	
-0.0;'0 -0. '261 -0.298
10.0 0.839	 0.929 1.014 1.141
15.0 1.318	 1.378 1.459 1.566
Resu 1 t s of SEAP dat a inter p olated  t o 0),A_e I ta p I c1cat i onz.
Chctri g e in Pressure coefficient re p re-i-sent. = the difference
bet. ween lower  and u pper su rf ace p ressure 	 f, i c i ent s
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE 1
SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS
TAP NUMBER 12	 FILE NUMBER 77
TAP	 LOCATION 0.720
'	 ^ ^e^?F^Ei^^F^*7t1^**t±+^^};1^^*^*dE^^'.671^1dlfdl^xx^'*fi'!6^'^!•t'9l9l^ytl7r^l^*e±tit*titt•^*trtt*fit
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (devrees)
DEFLECTION* 0	 3	 6	 9
0.0 0.000	 0.084	 0.180	 0.000




15.0 1.150	 1.185	 1.24E.	 1.32:3
Results of SEAP data int e r p ola ted t o Pham I ta p I-acations
Chan ??
 in Pressure coefficient re p resents the difference
between lower and upper surface Pressure coefficients
141
MR,
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I





TAP x/c LOCATION 0.766
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
** * * *** ***** * * ** *** ******** *** *** * * ** ****** * **^** * ** 41 * * * * * **** W. *** * 4_ 4-	 W_
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees?
DEFLECTION* 0	 3 6 9
0.0 0.000	 0.082 0.117 4 0.000
5.0 0.094	 -0.097 - 0 . `_-3 1 4 -0.568
10.0 0.441
	
0.519 0.15 95 0.681
15.0 0.490	 0.5 2 7 0.574 0.629
P. e S U I t S 0. f S E A P d -a t a i n t e r P o la t c- d t o p h cu:_ c- 3. t. ck P 1a c. Q t i c, ris
Chcin-3e in Pressure -:oef f i c i ent re p resent ^-- the di f f c- nre.: e





8: "SEAP DATA OUTPUTTING PROGRAM	 specific xic fibs e6.78":
13 din LS[SO]+PS[33+YSC8O1+SS[53rTS[10];for S a l to 75;"+" -LS[S]+ne t S; fx d
 1
21 din 8[4+4]+P+:<;"	 "+SS;"	 " +TS
31 fnt 3rz+f1c.2+2x;fnt S+Sx+"TAP NUMBER "rf2.0r35^ , +"FILE NUMBER. '-f3.0
4: fnt 4+z+6xrf5.l+2x+"*"+2x;fnt 6+5xo"TAP xic LOCATION "+t'6.3
S: TS&"8"&TS&"	 3"&TS&" 6"&T$&"	 9"+YS
6: WL'+tnt "FILE NUMBER?`vF1if F)70 or F<66;9to +0
71 trk l;tdf F;ldf F+E[*]+PrX
6: "STR': wrt 6+ TS&TS&T$t---------------- ; f or S u l t o	 61 ne :t S
9: wrt e+TS&"	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS";wrt 6
10: wrt 6rTe&TS&"
	
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
11: wrt 6
12: wrt 6+TS&"	 SINGLE ELEMENT AIRFOIL PROGRAM RESULTS"
13: wrt 6;wrt 6;wrt 61wrt 6;wrt 6.5+P+F;wrt 01-irt 6.6+:: ;wrt 6;wrt 6'-urt 6
143 wrt 61wrt ioSS;.LS;wrt 6
1E: wrt 69TnTS&"
	 CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEF=FICIENT"
163 wrt 6+TWS&Tf&"
	 INTERPOLATED"
17: wrt 69wrt 6+3StL$
18: wrt 6+"	 FLAP	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK %detrets)"
19: wrt 6+"	 DEFLECTION* "+YS
203 wrt 6r SSs:LS ; wrt 69T$&"	 *"
211 for I n I to 4;(I-I)S+C;wrt 6.4+C;for J ul to 4
221 wrt 6.3+8[IrJ];next J;wrt 6;wrt 6+TS&" 	 *"
231 next 1
24: wrt 6+SSt<LS;wrt 61wrt 61wrt 6;wrt 6;wrt 6;wrt 6
25: wrt 6r TS&"t
	 Results of SEAP data inter polated to phase I tap lacations"
263 wrt 6
271 wrt dvTS&"r	 Chance in pressure coefficient rep resents the difference"
28: wrt 6+TS&"
	 between lower and upper surface p ressure coefficients"
291 for Sa l to 16
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me	 P. FINN 9-81	 FJWRE C. I SEAP HEQRFjj9-A^ &K&	 DATE
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C.►C	 P. FINN 8-81
	
o"n F_ IGURE C. 2 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE	 DATE















^ -^- - _	 _ __	
—^
u.c
	 P. FINN "I	 o•n FIGURE C.3 ^ SEAP THE ORETICAL CHANGE	 GATE








NOTES THEMEIICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
^ Ted









	 P'" 14 9





u.c I P. FINN 9-81 I aft m o. .n
 FIGURE C.5 SEAP THEC? TICAL CHANGE 	 GATE
clew R ^yq	 _8^	 IN PRESSURE CDEFFICIENT_S 	 5-8-81
.*•e	 — FLAP QEFLECTIGN
•tee
UNIVERSITY of KANSAS	 1`664 150
PAGE 
1 S1UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
_1.
NOTES THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
CARD	 P. FINN "I	 119VIM I oAn FIGURE C.6 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE
c WX R. *AbAK	 I	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS




NOTES T}TICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
^fiA4 'C
c.Lc IP. FINN	 1	 OEM= °"n FIGURE C.7 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE	 DATE













*All FICUPE C.8 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE
















7.4	 7 0:	 7 77










	 _	 SYI, 0 __ LEGEND-_
elp s O
phoorb =
NOTES THEORETICAL OATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
CALc I P. FINN 8-61
	
RIMS® OATS FIGURE C.10 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE
	 DATE
c»SCR (; , u*AEAK g.gl	 jtl PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
	 5-8-81














c-ALC	 P. FINN I "I	 al"sto	 OArl F I CUPS C.11 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANCE	 DATE
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it
iriii
NOTEi THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
a
CALL	 P. FINN 8-91
	
NEWS= °A" FIGURE C.12 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE
	
wnlr_
c»^cK R. MaAHArt -	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 	
7-8-81
Ar.o  - FLAP OEFLECT^NS^ENSITIVITY
JA^^O	 PAGEUNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 	 157
NOTEa THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
ml lll^
—'







_ _ ._ —^ — —	 — . _----	 —^ _ _	 ^	 _	 ^	 ^ .Ipr.o► - - 3
^-- ==off }airs= ^ Q='
3
:.nic
















C.6 GRAPHICAL OUTPUT--ANGLE OF ATTACK SENSITIVITY
I
NOTES THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
IrI
--rc - - - -	 --=	 .,:TAP. x/a. LOCATION : O. 113 
NUMBER-_.:.-	 0..13. _	 rt:.	 ..
.:	 REYNOtOS' I	 - 1:.25x104	 :	 t.
T^f
50-0





_mod : - ? Or	 - 3:- = :: la '-_
!►N6t^0E ATUCK	 Q-Cd.g^-...) _ ^ T-
SYMBOL.	 LECENOt
0	 do I to
.. 	
delve ii-
dsI to 	 IOr-
OFiL?WR QUALI'T'Y
	
P. FINN 9-81	 Rawl r, Of FIGURE Q14 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE	 DATE
	
. t1P+AbPK - 1	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
- ANGLE OF ATTACK
SENSITIVITY
"O9 160UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
NOTE. IMEOREITCAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS





d&l t,6_-WC:7 I ' 7- 1—!i
dpi -4W.
77
cALc I P. FINN "I	 AW46= 1 DA 'l FIGURE C.13 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE 	 DATE
C-mx R.	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
A"C	





NOTES THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
E`1
E>ztk -	 —	 -	 - -	 -
at
—^	 __ =-----rte=^ _^----= SYI'^OL - ' tELENQ ^:
_ d.lco • D`
c.Le I P. FINN 8-81	 °"n FIGURE C.18 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE 	 DATE
c"c. s. N	 - 1	 I N PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS	 5--8-81
APo	 - ANGLE OF ATTACK
SENSITIVITY
+MO
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS" O` 162











uweI P. FINN 8-A1	




 K $ • 1	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 	 5-8-81
AP"	




NOTE, THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO,,VECIFIC TAM LOCATIONS
r	 -.-^ fit- •_• _ --.—'^ =--^-""
c.Lo	 P. FINN 8-81	 EICUSE t. lQ SEAP THEQRE IC/1L CHANGE	 DATE
C"I" R, Wkab ►K 8-01
	
IH PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 	 3-8-81
use	






NOTES THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
.^' ^^^^—	 .f..	
^_-_I__— "a,^r •lam-^._^y^^^^
cA^cI P. FINN "I	 FIGURE C.19 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE 	 DATE
arc	 IAbAft	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 	 5-8-81
ANGLE OF ATTACK
AM 0 SENSITIVITY
ArrO	 teas 165UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
iI
NOTE, THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
P
=::q
_^= del c z=3
cA\c I	 P. FINN 8-81
	
"wnsuo I OATI FIGURE C.20 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE	 GATE
CMQCK C-^,A	 K e_	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS 	 5-9-81











— P 1 MU6 6Qkocj%A
CALC	 P. F INN  9-9 1	 F IGURE  C. 22 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE
c"a" ft	 AK	 IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
APft	







NOM THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
CALL	 P. FINN 8-81
	 mmsm 
I 
OA" FIGURE C.24 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE	 DATE














NOTES THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LOCATIONS
c"Lc I P. FINN 8-81	 FIGURE C.25 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE 	 DATE
cmtcx JR. NAAC,AK
	
IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS	 7-8-81
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NOTEs THEORETICAL DATA INTERPOLATED TO SPECIFIC TAP LGCATIONS
Ord
HH=-
CALC	 P. FINN 9-131	 A"sto	 DATE FIGURE C. 28 SEAP THEORETICAL CHANGE DATE













RESULTS OF LINEAR CUR'-,-'E FITTING
FILE NUMBER 66	 TAP NUMBER 1
DELTA (flo p deflection unq le) versu- CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT HNGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alrho)
**^*^*****************+*************+********^****
*	 * * * *	 ^
* o1mha * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *	 ^
^	 * * + DETERMINATION *
*	 * * * *	 ~
*******************+**********+** 	 ++*******
*	 * * * *	 -
*	 0	 * 0.137 * -0.127 * 0.97 *
*	 3
	
* 0.152 * 0.523 * 0.84 *	 '
*	 6	 * 0.165 * 1.218 * 0.70 *	 .
*	 9	 * 0.318 * 0.'"'47 * 0.86 *
*	 * * * *	 -
***************************+**********************
ALPHA (un ,p le of uttuck) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
4 4. 4	 4	 4	 4.	 4- ;P-	 q.^^
* * * * *	 ^
*	 delto * SLOPE * INTERCEPT + COEFFICIENT OF ^*	 "
* * * * DETERMI HAT lON *
* * * * *
**+* +*********+^**************+****+*******
	 |^
*	 0 * 0.2294 * -0.009 * t.00 *
*	 5 * 0.124 * 0.324 * 0.99 ^*	 ,
+	 10 * @.'^19 * 1.301 + 1.00 *	 :
*	 15 * 0.298 l.974 * 1.00 *









RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 67	 TAP NUMBER	 2
DELTA	 (fla p deflection an g le)	 versus CHF1NGjE	 IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT	 ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
***49F9r9F4jF^FdF#iP?F9F^aFiF9E^e3l^^ yr^9rx^e#7Ff+^^#**^T* yF .«^^^iE	 v; ^►
al pha *	 SLOPE	 INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
?^	 *	 * DETERMINATION
****4F?FEE?F^jF**9F*?P•^******^**x^F*?Fx^E^E***ytdt^t*^****ft
0	 *	 0.055	 *	 -0.094	 *	 0.96
*	 3	 *	 0.090	 *	 0.346	 *	 0.30
6	 *	 0.105	 *	 0.784	 *	 0.54
9	 *	 0.214	 0.031	 *	 0.84
jF^*?t 9t ?E**9t*^E**?t*^*^F?' <:#**9r**yr^**iiiE******:#tax*******
ALPHA (an g le of	 attack)	 VERSES CHANGE	 IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES	 (delta)
•*ttt*t?tt**t**?Ft**tte±fit++^E«^etK^e•r*+^t^.^
x	 ^	 t	 *
delta *	 SLOPE	 * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
*	 *	 * DETERMINATION
?F***^E4^E^E*^9F^^f*#9F*#sex*#****^^E*tie^Exx#x*^x^iw•:**^*.ems
0	 *	 0.196	 *	 -0.00:+	 *	 1.00
5	 *	 0.074	 *	 0.155	 *	 1.00
10	 *	 0.^11	 *	 0. 83 0	 *	 1.00
15	 *	 0.19^	 *	 1.215	 *	 1.00i	 *	 *	 iF	 t






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 68	 TAP NUMBER 3
DELTA (fla p deflection anile) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)




t 0.065 -0.054 0. 9
-3 t 0.06 i' 0.256 0. 76
6 0.069 0.572 ►-1.55
9 0.145 0.0 13. '5
ALPHA (an g le of attack.) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
delta SLOPE INTERCEPT COEFFI C IENT	 OF
DETERT11HATICIH
0 0.144 -0.001 1.00
5 0.038 0.141 0.9:3
10 0.144 0. 61,21 1 .ci13









FILE NUMBER 69	 TAP NUMBER 4
DELTA (fla p deflection an g le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
0.1 p ha 	 SLOPE	 INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERM I HAT I ON
0	 0.063	 -0.061
6 x	 0.0 ,7Q	 0.325	 0.73
Q	 0.14(*, 	 x	 -0. 159	 x	 0.8-
ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
AtIGLES (delta)











RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 70	 TAP NUMBER 5
DELTA (fla p deflection an g le) versus CHANCiE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ******e*  * * * 4 * * * 4 « * * * * * 4 ^
al pha SLOPE INTEPCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETEPPIINATION
0 0.061 -0.061 0.9?
3 0.0, 0 0.0901 0. 8'4
6 0 . 0 7 9.) 0. 26. 6 0. 710
9 t 0.153 x -0. 356 1? 0
ALPHA (an g le of	 VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES 1"'delta)
delta SLOPE INTEPCEPT COEFFICIENT OF
ID 0.088 -0.003, 1.09 
5 0.013 0.125 0. 84
10 0.100 0.564 1.00







RESUL T S OF LlNEHR C / /RYE FITTING
-'
FILE NUMBER 71	 TAP NUMBER 6
DELTA (fla p deflection un9l p ) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES




al pha *	 SLOPE	 * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
*	 *	 *	 * DETERMINATION *
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
	
^	 ******************^******^****************+*******
*	 0 *	 0.039	 * -0.059	 *	 0.97	 *
	
^	 *	 3 *	 0.966	 *	 0.051	 *	 0182	 *
^ *	 6 *	 0.067	 *	 0.216
	
*	 0.63	 *
*	 4 +	 0.153	 * -0.525	 *	 0.92	 *
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
*	 *
	
^	 **************^******** ******* ******************
^ ALPHA Wn g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE 1H




^	 *	 *	 *	 `	 *
^ + delta * SLOPE	 * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
*	 ^	 *	 * DETERMINATION *
°	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *
	
^ ^W	 +*******************************+*****************
*	 *	 *	 *	 *^




^	 *	 5 * -0.004	 *	 0.122	 0.31	 *^	 ^	 *	 0010 *	 ^ 080	 *	 0 544	 *	 ^	 *^	 .	 .	 .
»	 *	 15 *	 0.085	 *	 0.840	 *	 0.99	 *
	








UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 	 ~^
CENTER FOR RESEARCH
DELTA P PROJECT	 ~
SEAP
_
RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING 	 ^
FILE NUMBER 72	 TAP NUMBER 7
DELTH (f la p deflection ang le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
*****+********************************************
+	 *	 *	 *	 *	 '
* al p ha * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION *
* * * * *
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.058 * -0.056 * 0.97 *
*	 3 * 0.065 * 0.004 * 0.84 *
*	 6 * 0.071 * 0.085 * 0.70 *
*	 9 * 0.133 * -0.478 * 0.85 *
* * * * *
**************************************************
ALPHA (an g le of uttuck) YERS - S CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
* * * * *
* delta * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * C0EFFlCIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION *
* * * * *	 '
*******************************+******************
^* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.053 1.00 *
*	 5 -0.014 * 0.122 * 0.83 *	 i
*	 10 * 0.070 * 0.540 * 1.00 *	 |
*	 15 * 0. 0.58 829 * l.00 *












RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
--
FILE NUMBER 73	 TAP NUMBER 8
DELTA (fla p deflertiOn ang le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
^	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *
^	 * al pha *	 SLOPE	 * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
*	 *	 * * DETERMINATION
	
*
*	 *	 * * *
^ **************************************************
*	 *	 * * *
*	 0	 *	 0.059	 * -0.057	 * 0.97	 *
0 *	 3	 *	 0.066	 * -0.013	 * 0.85	 *
^ *	 6	 *	 0.073	 * 0.047	 * 0.73	 *
*	 4	 *	 0.134	 * -0.513	 * 0.85	 *
*	 *	 * * *
^ *********************** *** *	 ***	 *	 *	 ** **	 +* *** ******* **
^ ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSUPE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTIOH
ANGLE S	(delta)
**+*****************************************^,^***
N0 *	 *	 * * *
^ * delta *	 SLOPE	 * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
*	 *	 * * DETERMI HAT lON
	
*
4 *	 *	 * * *
' wm ******************************************+********

















0 86	 *^	 N0 ,*	 10	 *	 0.067	 * 0^547	 *
,
1.00	 *
*	 15	 *	 0.056	 * 0.841	 * 1.00	 *








UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS	 -^
CENTER FAR RESEARCH 
DELTA P PROJECT	 -`
SEHP
_
RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
~ !
FILE NUMBER 74	 TAP NUMBER 9
 |
DELTA (fla p deflection umle) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK. (alpha)
**************************************************
* al p ha * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION	 *
* * * * *
**************************************************
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.059 * -0.057 * 0.97	 *
*	 3 * 0.067 * -0.020 * 0.85	 *
*	 6 * 0.074 * 0.034 * 0.72	 *
*	 9 * 0.136 * -0.548 * 0.86	 *
* * * * *
**************************************************
ALPHA (onsle of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
**************************************************
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
* delta *	 SLOPE	 *	 INTERCEPT + COEFFICIENT OF *
*	 *	 *	 * DETERMINATION
	
*
*	 *	 *	 *	  
****************+*****************************+*+*
*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 '
*	 0
	




-0.020	 *	 0.125	 *	 0.89	 *
*	 10	 *	 0.064	 *	 0.553	 *	 1.00	 *
*	 15	 *	 0.00	 *	 0.853	 *	 1.00	 *









RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 75	 TAP NUMBER 10
DELTA (fla p
 deflection an g le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
**************************************************
* * * * *
* al p ha * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION
	
*
* * * * *
**************************************************
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.060 * -0.058 * 0.97	 *
*	 3 * 0"068 * -0.027 * 0.85	 *
*	 6 * 0.074 * 0.020 * 0.72
	
*
*	 9 * 0.138 * -0.583 * 0.87	 *
* * * * *
ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
******************************+*******************
* * * * *
* delta * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION
	
*
* * * * *
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.043 * -0.003 * 1.00	 *
*	 5 * -0 " 023 * 0.127 * 0.91	 *
*	 10 * 0.060 * 0.559 * 1.00
	
*
+	 15 * 0.051 * 0.865 * 1.00	 *








RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 76	 TAP NUMBER 11
DELTA (fla p deflection an g le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
**************************************************
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
* al pha * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION
	
*
* * * * *
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.091 * -0 ^ 089 * 0.97	 *
^	 3 * 0.095 * -0.115 * 0.84	 *
*	 6 * 0.098 * -0.123 * 0.68	 *
*	 9 * 0.186 * -1 ^ 060 * 0.91	 *
* * * * *
ALPHA tan g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
***********+****+****+**+*********+*******+*******
* delta * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION
	
*
* * * * *
**+*********^***********^************************+ ^
* * * * *	 `
*	 8 * ^.^41 * -^.003 * 1.00	 *
*	 5 * -0.060 * 0.180 * 0.92
*	 10 * 0.03^ * ^.831 * 0.^9	 *	 |
*	 15 * 0.027 + 1.306 * 0.98






















FILE NUMBER 77	 TAP NUMBER 12
DELTA (fla p deflection ang le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
N0	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *















* * * * *
* 0	 * 0.076 * -0.139 * 0.90
	
*
NN * 3	 * 0.081 * -0.193 * 0.76
	
*













ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
* * * * *
* delta * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION
	
*
* * * * *
*****^********************************************
* * * * *
*	 0 * 0.030 * -0.002 * 1.00
	
*
*	 5 * -0.117 * 0.143 * 009	 *
+	 10 * 0.027 * 0.480 * 1.00	 *
*	 15 * 0.019 * 1.135 * 0.97	 *






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 78	 TAP NUMBER 13
DELTA (fla p
 deflection on q le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT HNGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
* * * * *
*	 ulrzhu * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
* * * * DETERMINATION *	 w»
* * * * *
**************************************************
* * * * *	 ^!
*	 0 * 0.036 * -0.016 * 0.91 \*	 ,
*	 3 * 0"039 * -0.035 * 0.64 *
*	 6 * 0"042 * -0.059 * 0.41 , 8
*	 9 * 0.120 * -0.949 * 0.72 * 8
************************+****************++*******
ALPHA (onsle of attack) VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
***++****************+^**************+*********+**
*	 *	 *	 *	 *
* delta * SLOPE * INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF	 *	 U
* * * * UDETERMINATION	 *
* * * * *
*+*************+*********+************^***+**+^**+ /
* * * * *	 ^
*	 0 * 0.029 * -0.002 * 1.00	 *
*	 5 * -0.073 * 0.104 * 1.00	 *	 -
*	 10 0.027 * 0.439 * 1.00
	
*
*	 15 * 0.015 * 0.485 * 0.99	 +

















D.1 LOW DYNAMIC PRESSURE
•itx++it!^+t iF ^F+FI+F+F#*+f•IFa^aFiM^.e•t#sit.++«Y}tea#^..ae^aeet+Fias^_	 I
DELTA P FPE4UENC'i ANALYSIS FC1
#*sassse•^ * s***^^FiIF *!FiF+1+Ft^Ft#4^lSiF * ► : ^F*^^Y4? +F4•++•4#iF#fie	 j^	 {
INPUT DATA
Wina Area




S pan	 t D[ 72 3+ f t) _ S, ;ilr]0tl^rE1
MAC	 i D[ 73 3+ f t) 4.9000000
Alr3 peed	 kD[7439ft. ^) y4i,.^i11^)rli^rl
Denslt,	 ^D(?S3•ml +^s'ft?3) 0.0005ei0
Anile
	
of	 attack	 tD[76]+rad) 0.0000000
Theta	 initial	 (D[773+r• ad) 0,i_n)0101)a
I	 b	 <DI813+slues-ftt2) 134i.0000000
CL 1	 D[ 95 3 ) 0. 31 trr3000
CD1	 D[?63) 0.v+'.1rl0 0
C}CT 1
	 k D[ 9? 3) 0.0310000
CM1	 . U[ SS 3) 0.0C 00000
C MT 1
	 - D[ 89 3) 0.0000000
Nor•idimensional	 derivative Diotnslonol	 Jeri. at v -	 s
LOtICITUDINAL	 DEFI'dATI %.,ES
CDLI 	D[ 1 3)	 0.0000 :;I I	 c I	 i	 4i l
C:,TU	 - D[?li	 -0.0930 ::Tii	 , 1	 )	 -0.00x1
CDP	 D[3 1)	 0.1300 :;A	 ( t t	 f t2 .	 .1.
CDDE	 '.D[ 4 3)	 0.0600 :,:DE	 f t.	 3t3>	 -1 .0'56
CLU
	
DI63)	 0.0000 h	 :i	 a)	 -0.1:33
CLA	 D['3)	 4.6000 Z 	 ft 's t3)	 -$3.014'
CLAD	 -D[83)	 1.7000 :AD	 (ft: s)	 - 0.8214
CLC!	 D[91)	 3.9000 Z0	 ft	 s)	 -1.38^ 43





0.0000 MU	 I , ft.3)	 0.0000CMT , i	
- D[ 133)
	
0.0000 MTU	 r l -its)	 0.0000+
' 4 3)
	 -0.3900 MA	 . i 'st)	 -4.771 47
. 5 3) 
	
0.0000 MTH	 1 '02,-	 0, l00v
. 16 7 .	 -5. 300cl MAD	 1	 5	 -0. 7519
f,MO
	 D[ 171)	 - 12.4QOO Mi'	 1	 -1.'•?30
CMDE	 tD:183>	 -1.380ii MDE	 <1	 it.,:.	 -o.3t•6?
198
tttRRf 4RRRf RRf RR1tRRtRRRAfttRtRiFRfRR111t1ttRRRR1FM 3ttRtrttt ♦ t
= DELTA P FREQUENCY ANALYSIS FC1
- /f tRRRttRRtltttRRttttttlRRttR1RRtRRtttiRRRt4RRR•lf lktRRRRRRRR
TRANSFER FUNCTION POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTIC EOUATION AREt
As
	 91.72136	 Bn 	316.08207	 Co	 580.02367
Do	14.18981	 Es	18.78257
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR U(S) ARE=
0.00000	 AUn 	-98.65111	 BUn
	-363.02499
CU-	 17443.94743	 DUn 	17156.83612
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR ALPHA(S)
  APE:
0.00000	 AA=	 -7.70812	 BA-	
-625.09400
_- CA•	 -11.22826	 DAn 	-27.01314
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR THETA(S) ARE:
0.00000	 0.00000













L OMN SP	 2.50357

































D.1.1 WITH PRESSURE SENSOR (PRESSURE COMMAND)
	
^iai ►► af ►1f. ►► f	 as ►4....44..6
DELTA P FFE0IUENC • i ANAL'i' I S ^C 1
	
f ►► afa 4 444	 .4a ►► 44a444f44 ►
NO . 5' COEF' ICIENT
	
I .01i OE 01	 5.006E 01
DO' S • COEFFICIENTS
1. OU i3E 00 1.500E 01 7. 000E 01
11' S COEFFI1:IPITS
6.240E 1)2 5. 44::E 02	 1.310E 01
Di-S• COEFFICIENTS
	
'?. 170E 071	 3. 161E 02	 S.' a^E 02	 1.420E 01	 1.:.: 6 E 01
N2- S COEFFICIENTS
1.000E 40
D2 • Sr COEFFICIENTS
N[ 0 ]N[ i ]DI 2 ] n
	
i.. 24 E 0'	 ?. ► -wE 04 2.7.7E C14 6,550E 0Z
tic U )N[ 1 Ri[ 2 ]_
F_,? 1	 I,•+atin,?r;	 c_,1	 [.,,,a;
POCIT tlij,	 0..12 	 0.000	 RriOT Nii, _	 f.C,C,ir
0.
P[ Cr ID[ : 3D[ 2 1•t tic U ]N[ 1 ]N[ 2 32
	
17, E i!1	 I.c'?2E 03
	




-7.500	 70,g	 FOOT NO. S	 - 7. `:r:r
	
FijiiT hl;i. 4	
-1. 20 	 POUT NO.
	POOT tiQ. -
	 -1.-20	 1. c: 1?	 F•riOT Ni-j. 1	 - V.Ctij:
K'	 0.20)0)
DE 0 ]D[ i ID[ 2 3.01E U ]NE 1 3NE 2 ] n
	
+ - 0E 01	 1.6?2E 03 1. 174E 04 3. 20E L14 4. ::: 1 c E 04	 75oE
1. 44 7E C';
	
Rtal	 Inaimar y	 F.e•al	 I +•^•trrar,
	
ROOT W. 6	 -7.4 ?5 	 -3. 5`3	 ROOT NG.	 - 7.4'?5 	 3.`903
	
R 1i0T 10. 4	 - 1.663	 -2.043	 ROUT 00. 3'	 170
	
FOOT W. _
	 -1.603	 2.043	 ROUT NO. 1	 -0.06	 0. 1'a
K=	 O.`0U
D[ U ]D[ 1 IN 2 ]•t.1[ 0 ]N[ I ]N[ 2 In
	






	FOOT tlO. 6	 -7. 4 ,	 -3. 314 	ROOT NO. S	 7.	 7	 x.:14
	
FCr UT NO. 4	 -1.`c3	 -2 74	 ROOT NO. 
	
FC, C, T t70. 2
	 -1.543	 2._74	 ROUT Q.
t •	 U. SUU
11 10 Ili[ 1 ]D[ 2 1+1 t1[ 0 INC 1 ]tic 2 ]=
	
1'i+E +^i	 i.e? E 0.33	 1.174E r,4	 3.`SLE !;4	 7	 _.:.7E




	 -7 `12	 -	 FOOT t10 	 -	 _
F 	 ttri. 4	 -1.^^C'	 _	 r.+	 FO?T tiii,	 -	 j
	
Fig,T t+U. 4
	 -1.`_20)	 2.0?-	 FJ,iT Nir, I	 •^._..	 .. •)
190
-IT_
Lc 0 ID[ [ JDt	 to tic 0 INC 1 INC 2 ]•
1'<+E 01	 1. ► :% 2E 031.174E 04 „'^,_:E 04 7..	
-
1. ?71E Os
p,uiT	 NO.	 s• 7
•
 ^' -2. ?^12 F,,iOT N+;,. • .1F00	 NO.	 S ^^^ 2'?02 F  Nei,F,jOT	 NO. -1.47 :.S'?4 FOOT N0. 1 -...
L[ 0 JL[ 1 JI-f 2 ]+t; Nt 0 INC 1 1t:S 2 ]•
170E 01	 1.6?2E 03	 1.174E 04 4.	 112E 01 1.:41E





P; -1.	 ! - 3.	 :'4 ;, jeiT NO. ".71 j' 1F,jeiT
	 fl,j ,	 ; .671 - 2.031 Pi njT fl ,?. - ,1,001.2FOOT NO,
	 _ .=53 3.784 FOOT tlO. 1 -0.147
k•	 3.000
DC 0 IN 1 IN 2] +KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 ]n
9.170E 0'	 1.692E 03	 1.I NE 04 .:46E 04 1.50eE 05 3.33'?E 04
3.281E 03'
Rfal Inarinarr F.fa 1 I.•,a•1nor^
FOOT NO.
	 6 -1.021 -4.491 ROOT NO. S
- 
-.0s 0.'?02
ROOT NO.	 4 -'.803 -0.902 ROOT NO. 3 -0.04: -0.00k)
ROOT N0.
	 2 -1.021 4.491 F'ei,)T NO. 1 -0.0:2 0.000
' K n 	 4.000





03	 1.174E 04 5.50E 04 1.374E 05 1. 1(0: E	 C,^
Rfal I,aa91n .3r, P401 I,•..? llnor-•
ROOT NO. 6 -0.797 -3.00' FOOT NO. 5 -9.423 0.000
ROOT NO.	 4 -6.712 0.000 FOOT NO. 3 -0.0?'s -0.000
ROOT NO. 2 -0.797 5.Oe7 FOOT NO. I -0.eSt 0.000
K •	 5.000
DC 0 ]DC 1 3D1 ,2 ] + t tic 0 INC 1 INC Z In
9.170E 01	 1.692E 031.174E 04 6.204E 04 2._41E 05 1.:'s1E	 0'r
t
4.591E 03
Rfal Imarinare Rfa`. Ir,a,plnor.
ROOT NO. 6 -0.589 -3.551 FOOT NO. S -10. _c, e' 0.000
ROOT NO.	 4 -6.244 -0.000 Poor No. c -0.03` -0.Ooe°
ROOT NO. 2 -0.589 5.551 ROOT NO. 1 -0..10 0.000
K•	 6.000
D[ L+ ]DC 1 JDC 2, J+KNr 0 JN[ 1 INC 2 Is
9.170E 01	 1.692E 03	 1.174E 04 6. al :, E 04 2.607E 05 1.0"E 0`
5.24;E 03
P401 Ina 91 norY Rfol I mo +lnar.
PLOT NO.
	 6 -0.3`.+ 6 -5.?71 FOC,T Wt. S - lCl . ?01 0.001)
FOOT NO.
	
4 -15. ?$9 0.000 F•ii T tlii. 0,i,4ni




DC Cl JDC 1 ]D[ ,; ]+f"NC 0 ]Nc 1 INC 2 J=
?.170E 01	 1.692E 0s	 1.173E 04 7.4F-'E 03
S. ?OIE 03
Pool Ima -vlror: P-1o1 Ir.o III ir.or•
s FOOT NO.	 c• -0.2i 3 -O•	 J: FOOT 1111, '5 -; 1 ..:;+_
FOOT tol .	 i S.	 2t - iJ.tiVl+ Fiji T N!'. -!+.:+
FOOT	 f:J. -0.213 0. a4i FOOT Ili;. 1 -,i, 7 3 7 tt,U6!ij
Di C+ ]DC 1 3I1 1 : ].. rrC 0 ]NC 1 :Nc 2,38
174 E .;1	 i. ►"•E?2 03	 1. 174E 04 =	 -E.0•v	
-
04 iC,E	 :05 :,_E	 :.•.
,. e• "c E 7 3
Fell I"091n,r. F:I1
F;QiiT




-.;.. y,^iiu^ P0, T t4,
; ii.T	 +Ui,	




K • 	 7.000
DE 0 3DE 1 IN 2 3-Mi[ 0 3NE i INE 	 )^
9. 170E 01	 1.692E 03	 1. 174E 04 • . 4$2E 04 :.. 74E	 0 55 1 .	 _ %E
3.4101E 03
Real loo vinor •, Feo 1 I	 '011-of
ROOT NO.	 6 -0.:18 -6.344 ROOT 140. S -1 1 . -;^ ? - ), :,,:,,? !1
ROOT NO. 4 -3.323 -0.000 ROOT NO. 3 -0. Ci 01)
ROOT NO. 2 -0.219 6.344 FOOT NO. 1 -0. 747 ^. i!'•)
K n 	 8.000
DE 0 ID( 1 IN 2 3*KNE 0 3NE 1 3NE 2 3s
9. 170E 01	 1.692E 03	 1. 174E 04 8.07e•E 04 3. ;4 0 E 05 _. _J:E
_	 6.5556E 03
Rval Inaiinarr Re.1 1 •1n,!r .
ROOT NO.	 6 -0.053 -e. 679 ROOT NO. 5 -11. c4` ').000
ROOT 140.	 4 -5.706 0.'110 ROOT NO. 3 -,).031
ROOT NO. 2 -0.053 6.679 ROOT NO. 1 -0.75?
K •	 9.00+' IDE 0 3DE 1 3DE Z 3+KtN,' 0 3NE 1 7NE 2 3=
9.170E 01	 1.6 412E 03	 1.174E 04 8.700E 04 3. 707E 05 i. 4 	 : T•
7.311E 03
Real Inalinar y Real I,•,.1+1+0,
ROOT NO.	 6 0.102 -6. ?86 ROOT 140. 5 -13.	 = -0. i,i,1)
ROOT NO.	 4 -0.0:1 0.000 ROOT Nip . 3 +). 1 _^? 6. %=6
ROOT NO.
	 2 -5.018 0.000 ROOT 110. 1 -J. "541 -0.ON)
Ks	 10.000
DE 0 3DE 1 3DE 2 30,14 0 7NE 13141 2 3s
9.170E 01	 1.6'?	 E ;)3	 1.1 74E 04 ?. 3=4E 04 4.k)7 E	 05 :. "OE : S
7.3ooE 03
Real Ir+aoinar y Peal L,ov1r,!r;
FOOT N0.




-0.030 0.000 ROOT NO. 3 0.247 7..53
ROOT NO.
	 2 -5.550 -0.000 ROOT NO. 1 76 -0.300
192
D 1.2	 WITROUT PRESSURE SENSOR (POSITION COHI^IAND)
-° ttt.tttttttttttttstttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt





1.000E 00	 1.800E 01
H1
6S240EE02 1CSE448E 82	 1.310E 01
DI(S) COEFFICIENTS





HE 0 31111 3DC 2 In
6.230E 03	 5.44£E 03	 1.310E 02
HE 0 311E 1 3NE 2 3=
6.240E 03
	




ROOT NO. 2	 -0.025	 0.000 ROOT NO.	 1 -0.843 0.000
Ka	 0.000
DE 0 3DE 1 3DC 2 3+KNE 0 3NC 1 3NC 2 3=
9.170E 01
	
1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 5.314E 03 1.608E.02 1.31-0E 02
Real	 IMatinarr Real IAaainarr
ROOT NO.	 5	 -1.720	 -1.819 ROOT-NO. 4 -10.000 -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3	 -0.003	 -0.181 ROOT NO. 2 -1..720 1.819
ROOT HO.
	 1	 -0.003	 0.181
Ka
	0.200
' DE 0 3DC 13DC 2 3+KNC 0 3NC 1 ME 2 3=
9.170E 81
	
1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 7.062E 03 1.250E 03 2.142E 02
Real	 Ina9inarr Peal Inaainarr
ROOT NO.
	 5	 -1.552	 -2.111 ROOT NO. 4 -10.167 0.000
ROOT NO. 3
	 -0.089	 -0.160 ROOT NO. 2 -1.552 2.111
ROOT NO.	 1	 -0.089	 8.160
K=	 0.500
DE 0 3DC 1 3DC 2 3+KNE 0 3NC 1 ]NC 21 0
9.170E 01
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 8.:^34E LQ .:35E 0S
`
2.5.35E 02
Real	 Iwvaainorr Real Ioaainar.,
ROOT 114.
	 5	 -1.345	 -2.504 ROOT NO. 4 -lip ,;; •±- fj.000
ROOT NO. 3
	 -0.180	 -0.021 ROOT NO. 2 -1.335 2.504
' ROOT W.	 i	 -0.130	 0.021
Ka	 0-800
DE 0 3DC 1 11)(-2 3+K111 0 31411 3NC 2 3a
9.170E 01
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 1.081E 04 4.519E 03
2. 
92GE 02
Real	 IMavinarY Real Ima3inorr
ROOT NO.	 5	
-1.131	 -2.349 ROOT NO.	 4 -10.607 0.000
ROOT t40.
	 3	 -0.079	 0.000
ROOT NO.	 1	 -0.398	 0.000





D[ 0 ]DE 1 ]DE 2]+KNE 0 ]NE 1 ]NE 2 In
9.170E 01	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 1.205E 04 5.609E 03 3.190E 02
Zeal Ima g inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5	 -1.088 -3.056 ROOT NO. 4 -10.739 -0.000
ROOT NO. 3	 -0.066 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -1.088 3.0511 -
ROOT NO. 1	 -0.466 0.000
K=	 2.000
DE 0 ]DE 1 ]DE 23+KNE 0 ]NE 1 ]NE 2 I=
9.170E 01	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 1.829E 04 1.106E 04 4.500E 02
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5	 -0.728 -3.892 ROOT NO. 4 -11.317 0.000





DE 8 ]DE 1 ]DE 2]+KN[ 0 ]NE 1 ]NE 2 ]_
9.170E 81
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 2.453E 04 1.650E 04 5.810E 02
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT N0. 5	 -0.450' -4.525 ROOT NO. 4 -11.802 -0.000
ROOT NO. 3	 -0.037 -0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -0.456 4.525
R'JOT NO.
	 1	 -0.697 -0.000
K=	 4.000
D[ 0 ]D[ 1 BE 2]+KN[ 0 ]NE 1 3N[2 ]=
9.170E 01
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 3.077E 04 2.:95E 04 7.120E 02
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5
	 -0.229 -5.043 ROOT NO. 4 -12.225 -0.000
ROOT NO. 3	 --0:034 -8.000 ROOT NO. 2 -0.228 5.043
ROOT NO.	 1	 -0.732 -0.000
K=	 5.000
DE 0 ID[ I IDE 23+KNE 0 ]NE 11.412  ]=
9.170E 01	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 3.701E 04 2.40E 04 8.430E 02
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5	 -0.029 -5.485 ROOT NO. 4 -12.603 MOO
ROOT NO. 3	 -8.032 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -0.029 5.485
ROOT NO.
	 1	 -0.754 0.000
K=	 6.000
D[ 0 ]DE I ]D[ 2 ]+KNE 8 ]NE 1 ]NE 2 In -
9.170E 01
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 4.325E 84 3.23SE 04 9.740E 02
Real Ima g inar y Real ImaginaryROOT NO. 5	 0.14Q -5.873 ROOT NO. 4 -12.946 0.000
ROOT NO. 3	 -0.031 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 0.149 5.873
ROOT NO.
	 1	 -0.7469 -0.000
K=	 7.000
D[ 0 ID[ 1 ]D[ 2 34M 0 IN[ 1 IN[ 23=
9.170E 01	 1. 233E 03	 3.741E 03 4.939E 04 3.30E 04 1.1435E 03
Real Ima g inar y Real Imaginary
ROOT Nth .	 5	 0.312 -6.222 ROOT NO. 4 -13.261 0.000
ROOT N0. 3





DE 0 IDE I ID[ 2]+KNE 0 VIE 1 IN[ 2 ]=
9.170E 01
	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03 5.573E 04 4.374E C'4 1.236E 03
Real Ima g inar y Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5
	 0.462 -6.540 ROOT 140. 4 -13.554 0.000
ROOT NO. 3
	 -0.029 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 0.462 6.540
ROOT 140.




~s_ , K=	 9.000
DE 0 ]DE I JDE 2 ] +KNC 0 ]NC 1 ]NE '2 ]_
9.17OE 01	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 6.197E 04 4.91?E	 1614 1.:3R7E	 Q_
r Real	 Imdiinarr Real I1.1a ? In ir-
ROOT NO. 5 0.603	 -6.832 ROOT NO. 4 -13.329 -0.000





0 BE 1 BE ._ ] + KNC 0 ]NE 1 ]NC 2 ]_
9.170E 01	 1.233E 03	 3.741E 03	 6.321E 04 5.464E 04 1.4?3E?
- Real	 Itiaiinarr Real Ima91 not r 
.ROOT NO	 S 0 .734	 -7.104 ROOT NO. 4 -14.087' -0.0Q0
ROOT NO.	 3 -0.028	 -0.000 ROOT NO. 2 0.734 7.104














D.2 HIGH DYNAMIC PREIM
DELTA P FREOUENCY ANALYSIS FC1
INPUT DATA
llirt^	 Area	 DC'3Q3-ft ,t2) 7-t. 066CICiCiO




MAC	 - 	 E 7 3 3, f -7f j ki C, Q 9
DE743,t t S-
De ns I t	 DE 75 3. -= 1 u ?-:	 t t t -	 - - - - - -
An :? I ?	 ro	 oo t ro d
Theta	 i r, i t. i4 1 DE 771 . r,,d
I, •b	 `DC 81 1. -- lu 4p s-t t2,. 0
CLI	 Ill?5 P ;I
c r.1 1	 it 1 96 1
UT I	 - Dl'?7 3,
Ctil	 ' D[2;'],
CMTl	 , DC 8'?




DI , I	 DE 1 1 - I) Q
i-: : T l.l 	 • DC 2 3 01? -o.
DA	 • Dc	 1 0	 13ti0 :R	 t 2 	 12
CINE	 - DE 4 3) 0	 cl E. 6 cl :,D E	 , t *	 71
CLU	 DC o 3j ti. ti li0 1
CLR DE - P 4. 90NI -747. 4;': 11 4
C L Fi -.1 ON :AD	 k t t	 4 ,-'S it




I- LIDE	 ' DE 101 ? Lt. 4300 :DE	 , f t	 t 3:	 -a'+.. 4	 417-1
CrlLl 	 DC 12 1) 0. ON)LI MU	 I	 f t 1	 0 . -I	 cl v
CMTI	 - DE 131, 0 . A 0 k) ki PITIJ 	k I	 t t	 0. cl Q cl ul
c r-1 A	 DE 14 1 1 0 . *l: 1? 0 A MP	 I	 I t .2	 - 1?. C10	 4
C N T A	 s DC 15 1- 0 . 1) ki 0 MTA	 I	 Z T 2	 0. A yti Vi
CMAD	 - DE I t, 1' -5.200, 0 MA D 	I
1.1 (
	 171) 12 . 4 0 13 Lt p1l) 	 r I	 s








DELTA PFPEOLIENCY ANnL't'SI S FC i
..... ............	 -----------
 
TPANSFEP FUNCTION POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE LONGITUDINAL CHRPACTEPISTIC EDUATI±i N APE:




THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERRTOP U-	 APE:
	0.00000 RU=	 -2666.511='? FU=	 -_'?sa 3, i Za
	
CU=	 -4g5r',$.Oo'?S1 DU=	 13917 4 3. =5340
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMEPATOP ALPHA-S' .
 APE:
	
0.00000 AA=	 -69.42401 EA=
	CA=	
-'410.82371 DfiZ	 -730.1`'?3
THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMEPATOP THETR • S! APE:
	0. 0t 000
	
0,00NDO AT=	 - 16:6
	
1CCCi
	E:T=	 -44193.1?755 CT=	 -3.193,.23271
:.TANDAFD FORMAT FOR LONGITUDINAL TPANSFEP FUtiCTION
IkSt :'DELTA-E.Si COEFFICIENT'= APE:
	





Ot-IN U	 ICt,5y, 57g
	
^T iJ	 0.74 75
	




































	 Cl. 3'? =':?
f WN







D.2.1 WITH PRESSURE SENSOR (PRESSURE COMAND)
tt*tttt^+ttt*ttttttttttttt^*ttt+tt+*^+ttttt++tt^tx^ttt „







	 1.500E 01	 2.95E 02
N1(S) COEFFICIENTS
1.687E 04	 4.419E 84	 3.193E 03
DI(S) COEFFICIENTS





N[ 0 INC 1 3DC 2 3=
1.687E 05 1.285E 06 2.34?E 06 1.597E 05
NC 0 3N[ 1 3NC 2 3=
1.687E 05 1.285E 06 2.242E 06 1.597E 05
	
Real
	 Imag inary	Real	 Inaeinarr






BE 0 3DC 1 3DC 2 3 +KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 3=
2.753E 02 6.976E 03 1.216E 05 8.894E 05 3.613E 86 2.228E 05
1.165E 05
	
Real	 Ima g inar y
	Real
	 Inaiinarr










	 -0.027	 -0.179	 ROOT NO. 1
	 -0.027	 0.179
K=	 0.200
D[ 0 3D[ 1 3DC 2 3+KN[ 0 3NC 1 3NC 2 3=




	ROOT NO. 6	 -7.129 -13.026	 ROOT NO. 5	 -7.129	 13.026
	
ROOT NO. 4	 -5.455	 -5.600	 ROOT NO. 3	 -5.455	 5.600
	
ROOT NO. 2	 -0.086	 -0.181	 ROOT NO. 1	 -0.086	 0.181
K=	 0.500
BE 0 3DC 13D[ 2 3+KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 3=
2.753E 02 6.976E 03 1.219E 05 9.732E'05 4.255E 06 1.344E X36
1. 963E 05
	
Real	 Imaainar;	 Real	 Irraminar;
	
ROOT NO. 6	 -6.513 -12.356	 ROOT NO. 5	 -5.99'S	 -5.725
	
ROOT NO. 4	 -6.513	 12.856	 ROOT NO. 3	 -5.993	 5.725
	
ROOT NO. 2	 -0.165	 -0.151	 ROOT NO. 1	 -0.165	 0.151
K=	 0.3430
DC 0 3DC 1 3DC 2 3+KNC 0 3NC 1 INC 2 3=




	ROOT NO. 6	 -5.357 -12.559	 ROOT NO. S	 -6.579	 -5.723	 -
	








DI0 ]DE l ]DI 2I+KN(O ]NE I3NI2Ix
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 1.058E 06 4.898E 06 2.464E 06
2.762E 05
Real	 Ima
g inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6 -5.428	 -12.910 ROOT NO. 5 -6.966 -5.646
ROOT NO. 4 -5.428	 12.910 ROOT NO. 3 -0.163 -0.000
ROOT NO. 2 -6.966	 5.646 ROOT NO. 1 -0.390 0.000
K u	 2.000
DE 0 ]DI 1 711E 2  I+KNE 0 ]NC I ]NE 2 3w
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 1.227E 06 6.183E 06 4.706E 09
4.358E 05k
Real	 Ima
g inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6 -3.720	 -13.588 ROOT NO. 5 -3.720 13.388
ROOT NO. 4 -8.505	 -4.726 ROOT 140. 3 -0.107 0.000
ROOT MO. 2 -8.505	 -;.726 ROOT NO. 1 -0.784 0.000
K u	 3.000
DE 0 3D1 I IN 2 3+KNC 0 ]NE I IN[ 2 ]a
2.753E 02	 6.976E 83	 1.216E 05 1.395E 06 7.469E 06 6.943E 06
5.955E 05
Real	 Ima g inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6 -2.572	 -14.384 ROOT NO. 5 -9.533 -3.408
ROOT NO. 4 -2.572
	
14.384 ROOT NO. 3 -0.095 -0.000
ROOT NO. 2 -9.533	 3.408 ROOT NO. 1 -1-037 -0.000
K u	 4.000
DE 0 M I 3D1 2 3+Kql 0 3NI 131 ,112 3z
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 1.564E 06 8.754E 06 9.189E 06
7.552E 05
Real	 Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6 -1.70'	 -15.119 ROOT NO. 5 -1.70 7 15.119
ROOT NO. 4 -10.307	 -1.336 ROOT NO. 3 -0.096 -0.000
ROOT NO. 2 -10.307	 1.336 ROOT NO. 1 -1.223 -0.000
K a	 5.000
DE 0 ]DE 1 ]DE 2 3+KNE 0 3NI I ]NC 2 3z
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E OFj 1.733E 06 1.004E 07 1.143E 07
9.14SE 05
Real	 Ima g inar y Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6 -1.007	 -15.788 ROOT NO. 5 -13.613 -0.000
ROOT NO. 4 -0.087	 0.000 ROOT [10. 3 -1.00 7 15.7S8
ROOT NO. 2 -8.258	 -8.000 ROOT NO. I -1.3365 0.000
Ku	 6.000
DE 0 ]DE 1]1)[21 ]+KNE 0 ]NE I M 2 3=




Real	 Ima g inar y Re.). I . Imaginary
ROOT NO. 6
-0.412	 -16.399 ROOT NO. F, -15.403 0.000
FOOT NO.
	 4 -0.084	 -0. ON ROOT 110. 3 -0.412 16.339fROOT NO. 2 -7.546
	 0.000 ROOT NO. 1 -1.478 -0.000
k=	 000
DE 0 IDE I ]DC 2 I+KNC 0 IIK I IN: 2 ]a
2.75 E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 2.070E 06 1-7'•IE 07 l. w-, ,?IE	 07
Real
	 Ima g inar y Real I no :p i no. ry
ROOT 110.	 6 0.107	 -16.962 ROOT HO. 5 -16.765 - 0. 0 cl 0
ROOT NO.	 4 -0.083	 -0.000 ROOT NO. 3 0.107
ROOT HO. 2 -7.136	 0.1300 ROOT HO. I -1.570 -3.000
199
K n 	 8.000
DC 0 3DC 1 3DC c 3+KNC 0 3N[ 1 3NC 2 3m
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 2.239E 06 1.390E 07 1.816E 07
1.394E 06
Real Inaeinarr Real Ireavinarr
ROOT NO. 6 0.570 -17.487 ROOT NO. 5 -17.894 0.000
ROOT NO. 4 -0.082 -0.000 ROOT NO. 3 0.570 17.487
ROOT NO. 2 -6.857 0.000 ROOT NO. 1 -1.647 0.000
K n 	 9.000
DC 0 3DC 13DC 2 3+KNC 0 3NC 1 3NC 2 3m
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03	 1.216E 05 2.408E 06 1.518E 07 2.040E 07
1.553E 06
Rea1 Iaaeinarr Real Inaeinarr
-- ROOT NO.	 6 0.989 -17.977 ROOT NO. 5 -18.875 0.000
ROOT NO. 4 -0.081 -0.000 ROOT NO. 3 0.989 17.977
o00T NO. 2 -6.651 0.000 ROOT N0. 1 -1.712 -0.000
K n 	 10.000
DC 0 3DC I IDC 2 3+KNC 0 3NC 1 3NC 2 3:
2.753E 02	 6.976E 03
	 1.216E 05 2.576E 06 1.647E 07 3.264E 071.713E 06
Real Ioiaoinarx Real I1+4 Ip tnarY
ROOT HO	 a 1.373 -18.439 ROOT NO. 5 -1'?.749 0.000
ROOT NO. 4 -0.080 0.000 ROOT NO. 3 1.373 18.439











1.000E 00 1-GOOE 01
NI(S) COEFFICIENTS
I . WE .34 4 .41 ?E ¢4 ,.: ^	 3
D1(S) COEFFICIENTa





tic 0 uic 1 ]DI 2 ]_
1. 6,37E 05 4.41:^E 03 3. 1'?3E 04
NI 0 ]Nc 1 111I 2 ]a








	 ROOT N0. 1	 -.. ` 4t	 i• i,i :i
Ka	 0.0ALi
DI 0 ]DC 1 lLC 2]*t;Nt 0 ]tic 1 VIC 2 ]=
2.753E 02 5.600E 03 4.415E 04 1.577E 05
	








ROOT 110. 5	 -5.143	 -5.468	 RO0T N0. 4 - 1Q.000	 0.000
	
ROOT N0. 3	 -5.143
	 5. 46a	 ROOT NO. 2
	 -0.027	 -d. 179
	
ROOT NO. 1	 -0.027	 0.17'?
K'z	 0i. ' Oo
DC 0 IDC 1 II1C 2 I+KNE 0 ]NE 1 7NC 2 ]=
2.153E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04	 1.915E 05 9.,327E 04 1.14 .1.E	 04
Peal IMavinar y Real Iro v1nar••
ROOT 110.
	 5 -4.196 -S.'? '?4 ROOT NO. 4 -11.380 0.00A
ROOT 110.
	 3 -0.172 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -4.196 5.994
ROOT NO.
	 1 -0.397 0.000
K a	 0.500
DC 0 ]DC 1 ]DC 2 ]+KNC 0 ]NC 1 ]NE 2 la
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04	 2.421E 05 2.309E 05 2.104E 04
Real Imavinarr Peal Ir,aatnar•;
ROOT NO.
	 5 -3.209 -6.779 ROOT NO. 4 -12.7" -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3 -0.102 -0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -:1.209 6.77?
ROOT NO.	 1 -1.044 0.000
Ka	 0.?00
DC 0 ]DE 1 IDC 2 I+KNC 0 ]tic 1 ]NC 3 ]=
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04	 2.9.7E OS ..634E 05 3. i,..2E	 04
Real Imaeinar y Real Ir,o 41,).) f"
FOOT NO. 5 - ?.512 - 7.489 POOT NO. 4 -1:.504 -0.^ii,r;
POOT NO.	 3 -0.091 -0.000 ROOT NO. _ -_.512 7.4::•?
ROOT NO.





DC 0 ]DC 1 IDC 2 I+KN( 0 INC I INC 2 ]n
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.41SE 04	 3.264E 05 4.518E 05 3.701E 04
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. S -2.144 -7.913 ROOT NO. 4 -14.374 0.000
ROOT 110.
	 3 -0.'087 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -2.144 7.915
ROOT NO.
	 1 -1.592 0.000
Kn 	2.000
DC 0 ]DC 1 IDC 2 I+KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 ] n
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04	 4.951E 05 8.937E 05 6.394E 04
Real Imag inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO. 5 -0.869 -9.619 ROOT NO. 4 -16.508 5.000
POOT NO. 3 -0.869 9.619 ROOT NO. 2 -0.081 0.000
ROOT NO.
	 1 -2.015 0.000
K n 	3.000
DC 0 IDE 1 IDC 23+KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 In
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04 6.63SE 05 1.336E 06 1.00aE 05
Real	 Ima g inary Real Ir,aginory
ROOT NO. 5 -0.022	 -10.888 ROOT NO. 4 -18.033 -0.000
ROOT NO.
	 3 -0.079	 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 -0.022 10.$33
ROOT NO.	 1 -2.181	 0.000
Kn 	4.000
D( 0 IDC 1 IDC 2 I+KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 3n
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04 8.324E 05 1.7700^E 06 1.32SE 05
Real	 Ima g inar y Real Imaginary
ROOT NO.	 S 0.635	 -11.917 ROOT NO. a -1?.265 -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3 -0.078	 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 0.635 11.'?17
ROOT NO.
	 1 -2.268	 0.000
Ku	 5.000
D( 0 IDC 1 ]DC 2 I+KN( 0 INC 1 INC 2 ] n
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04 1.001E 06 2.220E 06 1.647E 05
Real	 Ima g inary Real Imaginary
ROOT NO.	 5 1.181	 -12.795 ROOT NO. 4
-20.304 -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3 -0.077	 0.000 ROOT NO. 2 1.131 12.795




DC 0 IDC 1 ID( 2]+KNC 0 INC 1 INC 2 ] n
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03
	
4.415E 04 1.170E 06 2.661E 06 1.967E 05
Real	 Ima g inar y Real Imaginary
ROOT NO.	 S 1.654	 -13.366 ROOT 110. 4
-21.214 -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3




D( 0 ID( 1 ]D(2 ]+KNC 0 ]NC 1 INC 2 ]x
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04 1.33SE 06 3.103E 06 2.236E 05
Real	 Ima g inar y Real Irjo 91 norY
ROOT NO.	 5 2.074	 -14.257 ROOT NO. 4 -22.029 -0.000
ROOT NO.	 3 -0.076	 0.JIU) ROOT NO. 2 2.07; 14.35-
ROOT NO.	 1 -2.384	 0.000
K z
	8.000
DC 0 ]DC 1 IDC 2 I+KN(O ]11C 1 INE 2 In
2.753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04 1.507E 06 3.545E 06 2.;05E 05
Real	 Imaeinar y F.faI Ivi.) IInar-.
ROOT NO.
	 S 2.455	 -14.388 ROt)T NO. 4 -	 77Ci 0. CIC10
ROOT NO.
	 3 -0.076	 0.000 ROOT 140. 2 2.455 14.;:;8
ROOT NO.
	 1 -2.404	 0.000
2 02
IK*	 9.000
Dt 0 3Dt 1 3DC 2 341110 3Nt 1 3Nt 2 3=
..7 133E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.415E 04	 1..76E 06 7E 0 :5E
PooI
	
Inavinar •R^.?I I 0?1?'01
ROOT NO.	 5	 2.303
	 - 15.468 ROOT NO. 4 -	 .4S Z - ^.• QQ
ROOT N0.	 3	 -0.0'0
	
0.000 ROOT NO. 2 4e•
ROOT 110.	 1	 -2.420	 0.000
K•	 10.000
DC V 3DC 1 3Dt 2 3+KNC 0 Pit 1 IN( 2 In
2. 753E 02	 5.600E 03	 4.41!, E 04	 1. 444E 0,:, 4. 4 2 71E	 L)e•
. 
2 44 E	 k^'
Real
	





-16.008 RGOT	 t1i i. 4 -24.0015
ROOT NO.	 3	 -0.076
	
0.000 FOOT NO. 2 .12. lc..00S
FOOT HO.	 1	 -2.432	 0.000
203
